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As the days warm and the sun shines, gardeners are reaping the rewards of their toil.

is available at these SER IOUS COFFEE locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes or racks inside!

Campbell River—Island Highway near Larwood Rd

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd
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Sidney—Beacon Avenue 

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Ave
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Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza good reading, great coffee — it’s time to get SERIOUS!
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Younger citizens also vote
The province’s youngest citizens are leading by
example and inspiring their families and school
communities to get involved in the provincial
election and referendum this May.

More than 75,000 students are expected to take
part in Student Vote BC, a province-wide parallel
election. Students will have an opportunity to cast
two ballots: one for a local candidate and one for the
referendum question. The results will be tabulated by
district and compared to the official results.

In preparation for the vote, students are studying
the electoral process, party platforms and the
referendum choices in their classrooms, with many
schools planning candidate visits and forums in the
lead up to their vote.

On Student Vote Day, Monay May 11, some
students will take on the role of election officials and
coordinate voting for their peers using official

Angus Reid polling numbers released April 27
were remarkably similar to the results of the
1996 election which produced a majority
government for the second place finisher and
rocketed electoral reform onto the political
agenda in BC.

According to the results, the Liberals, led by
Premier Gordon Campbell have the support of
42% of the electorate, the same percentage Mr
Campbell received in 1996. The poll also puts
NDP leader Carole James at 39% support
today, the same percentage the NDP received in
1996 when they came in second, yet formed a
majority government.

‘It was when those results were announced
on election night in 1996 that many people,
including the current premier I believe, started
to look seriously at electoral reform in BC,’ said

Bruce Hallsor, past president of Fair Voting BC.
‘Under our flawed first-past-the post system we
can get these 39% majorities for second place
parties, or things like the near wipe-out of all
opposition in 2001. Neither situation was a fair
result or representative of what the people
actually voted.’

The skewed results of the 1996 and 2001
campaigns were the focus of a new TV ad
launched by the BC-STV campaign on April 28.
In the past three elections, all of the main
political parties in British Columbia have fallen
victim to the flaws of the current system.

Liberal voters will remember the majority
that was awarded to their opponents despite
capturing the popular vote in 1996.

New Democrats will remember being

First Nations—what now, and who?
Patrick Brown
A few weeks before the election, Premier
Campbell announced that he would be
introducing the ‘First Nations Recognition and
Reconciliation Act’ in the provincial legislature.
But on March 14, following meetings with
resource industry representatives, Campbell
announced that introduction of the legislation
would be delayed until after the election.
Reports indicated that industry felt that the
new legislation would give First Nations a ‘veto’
over new development. Since then, little has
been heard.

BCLiberals, the NDP, and the Green Party
all state that they favour recognizing aboriginal
title and rights in the province, and
implementing the ‘New Relationship’ which
stems from the Kelowna Accord, signed by both
the federal and provincial governments in
November, 2005.

The NDP and the BCLiberals say that they
would no longer require First Nations to spend
years in court proving that they have used the

land they claim since before 1846.
The move to introduce the ‘First Nations

Recognition and Reconciliation Act’ was
triggered by a BC Supreme Court judgment last
November. The court ruled, for the first time in
Canada, that aboriginal title exists and that
200,000 hectares of the land claimed by a
small band in the BC interior qualified. Implicit
in this decision is that a substantial portion of
BC could be aboriginal title land.

The proposed legislation almost certainly
represents a significant—some would say
daring—leap forward in structure and
approach to dealing with First Nations’ land
title and rights throughout the province.

But what does it really mean? It’s not just an
economic issue, not only a social justice issue,
and not only an environmental issue—it
fundamentally affects how both government
and business is organized in BC.

FIRST NATIONS, please turn to page 13

First-Past-the-Post could produce a re-
run of  the 1996 election

VOTING, please turn to page 2

Trail and
campground closed 
this summer
Two popular southern Vancouver Island
recreation sites will be close this summer,
The Galloping Goose Regional Trail,
north of kilometre 49, and Sooke
Potholes Campground will both be
closed due to the construction of the
Sooke water supply pipeline.

Sooke Potholes Regional Park will
remain open, however visitors may
encounter short delays, dust, noise and
heavy equipment. Caution is advised
near construction activity.

The Capital Regional District has
taken steps to ensure that pipe
installation contractors working along
the road and trail will create a minimum
of disturbance and will leave the trail and
park road in better condition after
construction is completed. This is the
third phase of the new supply line and it
is expected that the project will be
completed this fall.

The Sooke Water Supply Pipeline
Project will increase the capacity and
security of the water supply to the
District of Sooke. The total project cost is
approximately $20 million, and is
comprised of 14.5km of water supply

TRAIL, please turn to page 2STUDENT VOTE, please turn to page 2, 



AT FULFORD HARBOUR
MAY

Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

5
TU

0145
0840
1518
1954

10.5
3.9
8.5
6.2

3.2
1.2
2.6
1.9

6
WE

0209
0911
1627
2052

10.2
3.0
9.2
7.2

3.1
0.9
2.8
2.2

7
TH

0231
0942
1724
2148

10.2
2.3
9.8
7.9

3.1
0.7
3.0
2.4

8
FR

0253
1013
1814
2245

9.8
1.6
10.5
8.5

3.0
0.5
3.2
2.6

9
SA

0317
1046
1900
2342

9.8
1.3
10.8
8.9

3.0
0.4
3.3
2.7

10
SU

0343
1120
1946

9.8
1.3
10.8

3.0
0.4
3.3

11
MO

0041
0411
1156
2030

9.2
9.5
1.3
10.8

2.8
2.9
0.4
3.3

12
TU

0144
0437
1233
2114

9.2
9.5
1.3
10.8

2.8
2.9
0.4
3.3

13
WE

0256
0501
1311
2155

8.9
9.2
1.6
10.8

2.7
2.8
0.5
3.3

14
TH

1351
2232

2.3
10.8

0.7
3.3

15
FR

1431
2306

3.0
10.5

0.9
3.2

16
SA

1515
2336

3.6
10.5

1.1
3.2

17
SU

0708
0906
1604

6.9
6.9
4.3

2.1
2.1
1.3

18
MI

0004
0723
1136
1701

10.2
6.2
6.9
5.2

3.1
1.9
2.1
1.6

19
TU

0029
0743
1337
1804

10.2
5.2
7.2
6.2

3.1
1.6
2.2
1.9

20
WE

0052
0806
1506
1906

10.2
3.9
8.2
7.2

3.1
1.2
2.5
2.2

AT POINT ATKINSON
MAY

Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

5
TU

0211
0909
1528
2046

14.4
5.2
12.1
8.2

4.4
1.6
3.7
2.5

6
WE

0243
0945
1631
2143

14.4
4.3
13.1
9.2

4.4
1.3
4.0
2.8

7
TH

0314
1021
1725
2234

14.1
3.3
13.8
9.8

4.3
1.0
4.2
3.0

8
FR

0344
1055
1812
2322

13.8
2.6
14.4
10.5

4.2
0.8
4.4
3.2

9
SA

0414
1130
1856

13.8
2.3
14.8

4.2
0.7
4.5

10
SU

0007
0444
1205
1938

10.8
13.5
2.3
14.8

3.3
4.1
0.7
4.5

11
MO

0053
0513
1240
2020

11.2
13.1
2.3
14.8

3.4
4.0
0.7
4.5

12
TU

0142
0543
1315
2103

11.5
12.8
2.6
14.8

3.5
3.9
0.8
4.5

13
WE

0237
0613
1351
2146

11.5
12.5
3.3
14.8

3.5
3.8
1.0
4.5

14
TH

0343
0648
1429
2228

11.2
11.8
3.6
14.4

3.4
3.6
1.1
4.4

15
FR

0459
0733
1509
2308

10.8
11.2
4.6
14.4

3.3
3.4
1.4
4.4

16
SA

0608
0845
1553
2346

10.2
10.5
5.6
14.1

3.1
3.2
1.7
4.3

17
SU

0657
1028
1646

9.2
9.8
6.6

2.8
3.0
2.0

18
MO

0020
0733
1225
1747

14.1
8.2
10.2
7.5

4.3
2.5
3.1
2.3

19
TU

0052
0805
1400
1856

14.1
6.9
10.8
8.5

4.3
2.1
3.3
2.6

20
WE

0123
0836
1511
2002

13.8
5.6
11.8
9.2

4.2
1.7
3.6
2.8
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GULF ISLANDS WATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS

Well Water • Rain Water • Surface Water
• Whole-house Treatment

• Self-cleaning Sediment Filters
• Media Filters
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250-412-1110 • 604- 630-1114 • 524 William Street, Victoria
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reduced to only two of 79 seats in 2001 despite winning a far
higher proportion of the votes.

For Green voters, the current system means that every
election hundreds of thousands of votes for the Greens go
unrepresented in Victoria.

‘That’s why the Citizens’ Assembly chose STV as the best
electoral system for British Columbia and why thousands of
British Columbians are lining up to support it today,’ says Shoni
Field, former member of the Citizen’s Assembly on Electoral
Reform. ‘People from all political stripes remember these flawed
results and they want the system fixed. They also want
something that has been recommended by people like them, and
not the backroom party operatives that have so much invested in
the current system. With BC-STV, they’ll finally get fair election
results.’

On May 12, in a province-wide referendum on electoral
reform, voters will have a chance to make history and change the
way politicians are elected. British Columbians will choose
between the current ‘first-past-the-post’ system and the STV
system that was recommended overwhelmingly by the Citizens’
Assembly on Electoral Reform. In the last election, BC-STV
received more votes than any political party, nearly 58%.
However, the referendum required 60% approval to be adopted
by the government.

British Columbians for BC-STV is the official proponent of
the single transferable vote (STV) system, as proposed by the BC
Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform in 2004. More
information about the STV system and how British Columbians
can get involved in the campaign is available at www.stv.ca or by
calling 1-866-835-7612. Voters can also join the online
discussion about electoral reform through the Facebook group
‘Yes for BC-STV’ and www.twitter.com/BCSTV. 0

VOTING, from page 1

Durable dock systems for
exposed locations

Ross Walker 
250-537-9710

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca 
www.islandmarine.caOn Time & On Budget

Tide Table Courtesy of

Apology
Island Tides extends a sincere apology to the family of the late
Edmund Crocker for any distress caused by an article printed
in our April 23 edition. Mr Crocker died of a heart attack in his
sleep on April 9.

Student Vote ballots and Elections BC ballot boxes.
‘BC classroom teachers are taking up the most important

task—teaching democracy to their students—and are doing so in
record numbers,’ states chief election officer Taylor Gunn. ‘Social
studies may incorporate lessons about democracy, but nothing
compares to experiencing it first-hand. There is nothing like
learning-by-doing.’

In the 2005 provincial election, approximately 66,000
students from 350 schools cast a Student Vote ballot. The NDP
won that student vote with 34.6% of the popular vote and 45
seats. The Liberals would have formed the opposition with
28.3% of the popular vote and 24 seats. The Greens would have
received their first seats in the legislature with seven elected
MLAs, while the Conservatives would have had one. BC students
also endorsed the proposed BC-STV electoral system that year,
as recommended by the Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform.

Student Vote is a national non-partisan organization
engaging young Canadians in the democratic process. This is
Student Vote’s ninth parallel election program. More than two
million Student Vote ballots have been cast since 2003. Student
Vote has also coordinated other experiments in democratic
engagement in-person, online and on TV. 0

STUDENT VOTE from page 1

pipe and a new water disinfection plant. The new pipe will run
from the Sooke Reservoir down along the Galloping Goose
Regional Trail, through Sooke Potholes Regional Park, and onto
Sooke River Road to a termination point 1km south of Charters
Creek. 

This project replaces the historic Sooke flowline, which was
built in the early 1900’s and currently provides Sooke with its
water supply. 0

TRAIL from page 1

Saturna Notes ~Priscilla Ewbank
We have had several days of sunny weather! It has been grand to
get into the garden to carry through more-than-one-day projects.
You can go out of the house without donning your coat over two
other layers and come back in without removing gumboots.

Weeds come flying out of the still moist earth and the soil tills
up beautifully for raking, digging and seeding. I love dirt! I am in
seventh heaven patting seeds into the firmed bed of soil laying a
softer cover of dirt over them setting out the strings for the rows
and identifying with tags when and what is planted and what are
their best characteristics.

Beans and carrots, marigolds, chard, kale, violas, calendulas,
potatoes, parsleys—flat Italian and moss curled—and peas!  Peas
are prized in our garden. The grandchildren come over for the
Lamb BBQ on July 1 and eating fresh peas is part of this ritual.
The sugar-snap peas are on a long trellis that runs alongside a fir
log and a garden path so that the kids can stand on the log and
pick to their heart’s content.

Each year, there is a review of pea-picking protocol. ‘The
sweetest peas look like this. You can hold the stem with one hand
and pull the pea off with the other—or eat the pea while it is on
the vine!’ The path and log provide a firm base for enthusiastic
pea-eaters to pull that pea off of the vine without standing on
roots or tromping the fluffy growing soil—which makes the
grandmother gardener very happy on both accounts!

One of the glories of gardening is all the attendant creatures
that call the garden home. Two garter snakes have taken up
residence under a piece of heavy black plastic lining a plastic
plant tray which is in full sun.  One small, one large, they are
coiled up tightly every time I peek in and they peek back.

The robins are always on hand whenever shovels full of dirt
are being excavated.  They would sit on the handle to get a better
view of the earthworms if they were a tiny bit more brave. The
violet-green swallows are twirling above the orchard and the
garden, the two resident hummingbirds chase each other round
and round the red flowering currants.

The dogs lie in bored heaps hoping that something of far
greater dog interest will divert me. Nothing doing—I couldn’t be
more entertained or delighted!

Kaeshammer Concert
Michael Kaeshammer came and played on Nana Thompson’s
upright piano for two-and-a-half hours at the Saturna
Community Hall. About 100 audience members were
unanimous in their expressions of enjoyment.  ‘Enthralling,’
‘dynamite,’ ‘unbelievable,’ ‘wow’ were all comments that
emerged with the audience at intermission and after the encore. 

Mark McLean played percussion and Marc Rogers played
bass—both accomplished and respected. What was so powerful
about the performance was the stellar virtuosity and the joy and
ease that the three musicians had among themselves and
extended to the audience.  

Several years ago when Michael Kaeshammer was last here,
he gave a very talented and interesting performance. This time,
added to the splashy piano virtuosity, there is depth and
authority. Last time he hardly sang and this time he sang lots of
songs, Stop that Train, Be Your Husband, Lovelight—excellent
songs meshed with tight playing. An audience favorite was called
The Cut.

Then he and Mark McLean got together with the snare drum,
brushes and piano. ‘Start slow’ I heard him say and they were off:
solo answering solo, faster and faster.  You could see the curious
minds and the listening ears creating a dazzling conversation.

At one point the audience was invited to get up and dance or
whatever they felt like. Then there was a pause and Mr.
Kaeshammer said, ‘I usually say who will remember you and
what you did the next day?  Clearly that isn’t the case on Saturna
Island!’

The call for encore was a foregone conclusion and the group
was generous playing the gorgeous Stop that Train. The
accompanists left and then, incredibly, another solo,
Chattanooga. Then with a deep bow, and asking that the
audience stay to talk with the band, Kaeshammer left the stage.

In the good old days, according to Kaeshammer, if a man was
hired for a gig someone else could challenge him and the
audience would decide who would go on playing and get the
night’s pay. Michael had also called for volunteers to challenge
him—and there were none!

Health & Wellness Fair
The Saturna Island Health Committee sponsored the Saturna
Island Holistic Health and Wellness Fair at the Rec Centre on
Saturday, April 25. Islanders, Dr Brian Dixon-Warren, Elizabeth
Herejk, Catheryn Dimock and Sandra Kriese had tables set up.
There were about 15 booths in all with everything from a foot
specialist to a complete hearing assessment. There was a steady
stream of interested Islanders and lots of conversations.

Saturna Islanders are very enthusiastic about health and this
occasion was one more instance of an opportunity to inform
themselves. Thanks to all of the hard working volunteers who
made this possible.

SATURNA, please turn to page 11

www.islandmarine.ca
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VANCOUVER  
INT’L AIRPORT

NANAIMO
(Departure Bay)

More daily flights home from the Mainland
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seairseaplanes.com
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Vancouver Int’l Airport
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"From the first Blue Sky 
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British Columbia and its 
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meaning to send it in? Help keep

all this great news coming!

Did something in this edition:
• inform you?

• pique your interest?

• amuse you?

• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?

• make you a good contact?

• find you an opportunity?

• inspire you to take action?

• make a conversation topic?

• find you a good buy or service?
If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island mailbox

or if you pick it up from one of our yellow free boxes
located across the Strait of Georgia and from Victoria to

Campbell River, or if you read online, you can show
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($25 + $1.25 gst = $26.25) to: 

Box 55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0
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Garden Calendar for May ~ Brian Crumblehulme
In May get a weed-hook, a crotch and a glove,
And weed out such weeds, as the corn do not love.

Tom Tusser’s earthy advice is as cogent now as when he penned
it in 1568. For the umpteenth year I have vowed to remove only
the really aggressive weeds from my garden: thistles, brambles,
and dandelions; the rest are welcome to share my space. And
every year it’s the same; the weeds win. They seem to have no
sense of morality at all; it’s like making a deal with a slug, ‘I’ll give
you 20% of my lettuce if you leave the petunias alone.’ After
which they take 90% of the former and 100% of the latter.

But May is not the time for discontents, it is the season for
surprises. It always amazes me how those supposedly fragile and
tender plants keep on growing even following a -8ºC winter. On
the terrace, pineapple sage and lemon verbena are sending up
strong shoots after five months of sleep. While across the path
nasturtiums and California poppies are sprouting like cress.

Which reminds me; this year I am experimenting with cover
crops in newly dug beds. Two weeks ago I scattered alfalfa seeds
in the vegetable garden, now the ground is covered with a dark
green blush of the little legumes. And last year’s oregano and
thyme beds are successfully creeping over the most unfertile
looking rocks and shale with no help from me.

This year too, I intend to introduce another element of
controlled chaos by flinging seeds of tough but delightful annuals
wherever they stand half a chance. Mathiola bicornis or night-
scented stock adds a wonderful touch of the imagined Orient to
al fresco evening meals, while borage and Schizanthus (butterfly
flower) can fill in the random gaps.

For many weeks after the frost my fall-sown sweet peas
looked like the morning after a wild night before, so I took the
precaution of germinating another packet of seed in February;
now I have both. One group in the kitchen garden will provide
cut flowers through October while the second batch have been
planted not too far from the bedroom door to provide an extra
boost to the night air.

Still on the subject of flowers, May and June are excellent
times to sow seeds of favourite biennials and perennials. There
are thousands of varieties available today, some of which are
spectacular and some just silly. Foxglove, delphiniums, aquilegia
and poppies all grow wild in this region so hybridized varieties
usually do very well. Last year I also grew hollyhock with
indifferent results so now they are removed to the fence in the
kitchen garden to be used for cutting.

May is one of those bizarre seasons when you are still
enjoying produce from plants established last year, frantically
planting out the summer crops, while planning and sowing for
next winter. In reverse order, this is the best time to sow winter
root crops such as carrots, parsnips and beets, and plan for a
succession of brassicas like kale, cauliflower and broccoli for a
steady supply through fall, winter and next spring. Which
reminds me, if you have any ambitions for a fall or winter crop,
buy your seeds now while you have a choice; many garden
centres still operate as though this is Ontario where there is only
one growing season.

Mary and I always enjoy fresh basil so I have a few started in
pots for planting out under glass this month, after which the
main crop can wait until it gets warmer. Browsing through
Richter’s catalogue I counted forty varieties of basil available this
year. I might indulge in one or two decorative varieties but for
flavour my favourite is still the dark green Sweet Basil, very easy
to grow and so satisfying to sprinkle over everythings.

Even when the weather turns warm for a few days, exercise
restraint before planting out any of the solanums. Tomatoes are
fairly tolerant of cool May nights, peppers (sweet and hot) must
never be planted out before June unless protected by glass, and
eggplants really like it hot; glass covers all summer.

Spring sown peas and beans will be ready for picking by
month end and any warm day we can begin sowing their sun-
loving cousins; green and yellow snap beans will generally
respond quickly to a little sun and rain; runner beans by contrast
will require something to climb on then they will produce until
frost if you keep picking them. All legumes respond well to

deeply dug rich earth but with a little sun, water and TLC you can
still get a tolerable crop on relatively poor soil since they produce
their own essential nitrogen. I often sow mine between rows of
slow growing carrots as the former mature faster and help
nourish the latter for a winter harvest. 

Gardening is a moral conundrum. The act of selecting and
promoting certain plants while attempting to kill or restrict
others is part of the process of imposing our version of civility on
the wild. The same goes for visiting animals. May is aphid month
and a colony of these tiny insects can devastate your dream crop.
It takes a little getting used to but the simplest and safest method
to limit unwanted guests is to rub them out with your finger and
thumb. One of the first target plants for aphids are roses because
the young sweet shoots stand up high in the air and provide good
landing sites. Examine carefully all the leading buds and under
leaves for signs of infestation and just rub them off before they
cripple the shoots and move on to the dill and cauliflowers. If you
cannot bring yourself to this act of aggression, proprietary
brands of insecticidal soap work indifferently well or you can
make your own aphicide with a dilute mixture of liquid dish
washing soap flavoured with Tabasco.

Recipes
In traditional terms spring was the time for celebrating fresh
food gathered from the garden, forest and field. Here are two
recipes adapted from The English Housewife by Gervase
Markham, 1617.
Salat
First gather your herbs, Prep time 10 minutes, Serves about 4

1 cup torn kale
1 cup torn spinach
4-5 leaves of torn sorrel
A few sugar or snow peas
2 sprigs chopped chervil
2 sprigs chopped Italian parsley
1 sprig chopped peppermint
1 sprig salad burnet
1 sprig fennel
4-5 chive shoots, chopped
A handful of currants
1 chopped green apple (optional)

Dressing:
1 Tbsp cider vinegar
2 Tbsp orange juice
2 Tbsp Olive oil
1 tsp honey
1 clove crushed garlic
Pinch of salt

Blend the dressing and toss into the herbs minutes before
serving. Dress with a drift of marigold petals and serve with
herbed paté.

Herb Paté
Prep time 10 minutes, Cooking time 1½ hours, Cool for ½ hour

500 gms ground pork sausage meat
1 medium onion, chopped
2 cloves minced garlic
6 slices chopped bacon
tsp black peppercorns, or 1 tsp homemade Jalepeno sherry
8 sage leaves
6 chopped lovage leaves
4 sprigs oregano
4 sprigs thyme (without the woody bits)
1 large fresh egg, beaten
½ cup dry white wine
Some brandy

Mix all the ingredients thoroughly. Grease a bread tin (with
bacon fat if you have it) and spoon in the mix. Place in a pan of
hot water, cover and bake for about 1 ½ hours at 350. Test for
doneness with a toothpick. For a vegetarian option, omit the
pork and bacon and add 2 more eggs and a cup of sour cream.
Allow to cool and store in the fridge, or serve warm al fresca with
a salad, fresh bread, a glass of wine, espresso and a friend. 0

Poverty reduction an election issue
British Columbians are making poverty reduction an issue the
May 12 BC election. 281 organizations from across BC have
signed an open letter calling on all political parties to commit to
a legislated poverty reduction plan.

These organizations include: 7 business groups and business
leaders, 37 faith-based organizations, 22 city councils or city
councillors, 26 health groups and organizations, 8 immigrant-
serving agencies, 28 labour organizations and unions, 9 United
Way chapters, and 143 community, aboriginal, academic,
women’s and seniors’ groups.

The open letter calls for specific commitments in this election
campaign, including legislated targets and timelines to reduce
BC's poverty rate, and policy actions in seven key areas.

The Liberals, the NDP, and the Green Party have now
responded to the call: read their answers and more details at
http://bcpovertyreduction.ca/?page_id=522. 0
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The following list of actions taken in the last two terms by BC’s
Liberal government are in no particular order but those we
consider particularly important are starred. We are sure readers
can add to this list. Is it time for somebody else to be at the helm?

**Sold BC Rail in a doubtful deal for much less than it was
worth;

**Failed to hold regular legislative sessions;
*Privatized power generation and stopped development by BC

Hydro;
*Privatized BC Ferries, asset stripped, and froze subsidy so

fares went up;
*Created Translink, then took it away from local control;
*Privatized hospital cleaning and broke HEU contract, lost

case in court;
*Reduced number of residential care beds for seniors;
*Awarded part of BC Hydro to Accenture;
*Large financial overrun on Vancouver Convention Centre;
*Large salary raises to MLAs, Cabinet, Premier, politically

appointed senior civil servants;
* Enacted election Gag Law, struck down in courts;
*Signed Trade Investment Labour Mobility Agreement with

Alberta, exposing local legislation and policies to attack;
*Allowed export of raw logs;
*Increased post secondary fees, decreased grants;
Unsuccessfully promoted the GSX pipeline and the Duke

Point generation plant and
*Eventually ran high tension powerline through Tsawwassen

and then had to purchase all the houses along it to be sold at a loss;
Reduced the Ministry of Environment;
Reduced the number of park rangers, and cut back the days

some parks are open;
Permitted private lodges in public parks;
Reduced water testing requirements;
Unknown financial overrun on Sea-to-Sky highway, plus

environmental damage;
Excessive executive salaries to BC Rail, BC Ferries;
Sold fast ferries without considering alternative uses;
Promoted P3 for Port Mann bridge, then had to back out and

provincially fund it;
Ignored freedom of information laws;
Failed to enforce lobbying legislation;
Poor budgeting and financial management for Olympics;
Allowed Canada Line to change contract, tear up Cambie

Street;
Bill 30 stops municipal govts from rezoning run-of-river sites;
Significant Projects Streamlining Act gives draconian powers

to the Province;
Allowed forest lands to be made available for suburban and

resort development;
Private forest lands deregulated (PMFL);
Cut funding to school boards;
Deregulated private post-secondary education;
Privatized BC health records with Maximus; and
Sold BC Gas to Terasen.

Upholding The Law
The following letter was sent to Minister of Fisheries, the
Honourable Gail Shea, and to Premier Gordon Campbell.

Dear Minister:
I am writing to you again, as I have every week since the

middle of February, to ask that you apply three sections of the
Fisheries Act to the industrial salmon feedlots. I have not
received a reply. The US organization Trout Unlimited has sent
their own letter to you with 360 signatures on it.

They write: ‘we can no longer stand by and watch silently as
this new salmon crisis unfolds. We have begun to call on our
legions of advocates to voice their support for the protection of
British Columbia’s wild salmon and steelhead stocks before it is
too late.’ (Please visit www.adopt-a-fry.org to read the full Trout
Unlimited letter.)

Premier Campbell, 13,094 people have signed letters to you
on this issue but there remains confusion over your position on
salmon farms.  You have suggested on your website that you do
not intend to attempt to regain control of fish farms following my
constitutional challenge which removed salmon farms to the
jurisdiction of the federal government. However, you have
joined the Norwegian fish farm corporation Marine Harvest in
their appeal challenging  this BC Supreme Court decision. Your
actions contradict your words.

In a recent trip to Ottawa MPs and Senators asked me what
you intend to do: appeal the decision or abide by the decision. No
one can understand why or how the salmon farming industry in
Canada is allowed to operate outside the Fisheries Act which
applies to everyone using the marine environment.

Alexandra Morton, Echo Bay

Canadian Leadership
Dear Editor:
Time for a political reality check. Prime Ministers Trudeau,
Mulroney and Chretien were more popular than Stephen Harper
at this point in their terms in office.

All four leaders knew how to get to the political top. Mr
Trudeau believed in the constitutional right of human dignity
and culture. Mr Mulroney was an environmentalist and a free
trader. Mr Chretien brought fiscal balance to the country’s
finances.

On the other hand, Mr Harper prefers not to respect
government responsibilities for citizens abroad. He has thwarted
international attempts to formulate environmental consensus
and cancelled environmental protection policies in Canada. Mr
Harper has made no inroads to  fairer trade. He has taken us
toward deficit and into recession while denying the situation all

the way into it.
Canadians want a leader, and that is why Mr Harper is not

popular. In our current time of high economic risk, protest and
inaction from the prime minister is not popular. Most Canadians
don’t equate avoidance and dissent with leadership.

Eugene Parks, Victoria
Comparing Platforms

Dear Editor:
Are you thinking of voting for a candidate but not sure what their
party stands for? Elections BC’s website contains Political Party
Statements submitted by 12 parties running candidates in the
May 12 election.  
Go to www.elections.bc.ca/index.php/election2009/ppty-
statements/.

Kenn Faris, Event Communications, Elections BC

Lack of Legislature Sittings
Dear Editor:
I have been reading the letters printed in my local newspapers
about the pros and cons of the STV referendum and the fear of
the proposed system is what strikes me most.

The pros seem to want something different that will give
everyone’s vote some weight. They are tired of not being
represented in our government or legislature.

The cons seem to think that the STV is too complicated and
that they will loose their representation in the legislature.

Complicated? Check with your kids and see if they
understand it. I am nearly 70 and I understood it right away.

What representation are they worried about losing I wonder?
Should we be unlucky enough to have premier Campbell back for
another four years, ask yourself this question: How many times
will the Legislature sit in the next four years and for how many
days? Twice maybe for a total of 10 days? What’s your guess?
Where are you represented in that?

I am in agreement with the proposed STV which, although
not perfect (and it does not claim to be), certainly evens the
opportunity to have independents, or so called ‘fringe’ party
representation and what is wrong with that? 

Since when did we start to worry about where else something
is in effect? Have we lost our courage to be leaders and try
something if it hasn't been done somewhere else? No wonder we
are allowing so many things to be done without complaint.

Have you all asked your children what they want? Or your
grandchildren? Or their friends? Well maybe we all should do
that because it’s their future we are voting on in May. Either we
want our lost democracy back for them or we do not.

Jeremy Arney, Victoria

Dear Editor:
It is too bad that one cannot combine the best environmental
ideas of BC’s major political parties and elect the cream of the
crop to implement them. If the STV referendum passes next
week, we may have the opportunity to do just that in four years.
In the meantime we are stuck with the old winner-takes-all
electoral system. Looking through the lens of the Salt Spring
Energy Strategy and the new Climate Change and Energy
Efficiency section in the OCP, no party has a perfect climate
change platform, but the NDP comes out way ahead of the
Liberals in my estimation, mostly because of the Liberal
penchant for selling off critical provincial assets and supporting
environmentally-destructive industries.

The Liberal carbon tax is a brave symbolic gesture towards
addressing climate change, but it is hard to reconcile the
Liberal’s strong-on-climate-change stance with their pro oil and
gas policies which include off-shore drilling, coal-bed methane
development, increased shipping and marine traffic, major
expansion of highways in the Lower Mainland, and so on. Hard
to think of a worse business-as-usual recipe for environmental
and climate disaster.

The NDP, despite the misguided ‘axe the (carbon) tax’
campaign, has come up with some strong proposals to address
climate change without counter-productive pro oil and gas
development policies. The BC Green Bond provides what many
of us have been looking for—a safe, green investment
opportunity for BC residents that will fund expanded transit,
energy conservation measures, renewable energy and other
green economic activity in the province.

Farming and food security is another area where NDP
policies shine in comparison to the dismal Liberal record. BC has
the lowest support for farmers of any province in Canada. Recent
Liberal moves such as the new meat regulations, and the
elimination of planning advisor positions for the BC
Environmental Farm Plan are just two examples of policies that
create difficulties for small local producers. Increased local and
regional organic food production is an essential part of reducing
the provincial carbon footprint and preparing for possible future
supply disruptions. The NDP proposes to restore support for the
agriculture sector, strengthen the ALR (not an issue on the Gulf
Islands but much needed on the Saanich Peninsula and
elsewhere in the province) and revive the popular ‘Buy BC’
program.

The mis-labelled Liberal run-of-river private power projects
are receiving a lot of well-deserved criticism for lack of

Voters are excited and concerned about this election—and  more
involved than they have been in years. They know it’s important
to their futures, and their kids’ futures. But political parties are
not living up to this vibrant electorate. The level of politics that
they want to play seem irrelevant to the scale of the issues we
face—and voters know it. Was it timed to coincide with the
Stanley Cup play-offs? 

Both the BCLiberals and the NDP have focused their
campaigns on their leaders; both leaders are getting low marks
from the public. The Green Party has focused on issues, but has
had no response from the others. Both the BCLiberals and the

NDP are running on their records—the BCLiberals as
government, the NDP as opposition. In both cases, the less said
the better, and they know it.

We’ve heard much about the carbon tax—an ineffective proxy
for the real issue of global climate destruction. We’ve heard
much about speeding tickets, old Facebook photos, and other
purported past misdeeds of various candidates. Bor-r-r-ring! 

The disconnect between ridiculous campaigns and serious
voters is extreme. Non-government organizations and
individuals using the internet are valiantly filling the gap with

Editorial: Voters 10, Political Parties 0

THE SCORE, please turn to page 14

LETTERS, please turn to next page
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‘What’s On?’ Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE EVENT • $31.50 • With image $36.75 (max 50 words)
MULTI-VENUE • $42 • With image $47.25 (max 70 words)

Payment with order only. VISA credit card accepted

Thurs, May 7 & 21, Sat, May 16 &
Sun, May 17
Pender Film Group Screenings—THUR MAY 7: How About
You (2007)—antics of four seniors left in an Irish old-age home;
SAT MAY 16: Taking Root:The Vision of Wangari Maathai
(2008)—Kenya’s Green Belt movement and its environmentalist
founder; SUN MAY 17: Family Film Matinee 1pm: The Tale of
Despereaux (2008)—animated tale of three unlikely heroes, a
mouse, a rat and a little girl; THURS MAY 21: Towelhead (2007)—
Arab-American girl struggles with sexual obsession, a bigoted
Army reservist and her strict father during the Gulf War • All films
7:30pm, except where otherwise noted • Community Hall •
Admission by donation • Info: www.penderislands.org • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Friday & Saturday, May 8 & 9
Salt Spring Island Potters Guild Spring Show and  Sale—

celebrating 40 years of exceptional
pottery; 21 award winning,
emerging, professional and part
time potters; raffle draw; large
sculptural work on stage; Guest
Artist: Sandra Dolph of Galiano
Island • FRI MAY 8: 5-9pm artists

in attendance, SAT MAY 9: 10am-4pm • Mahon Hall, Ganges •
www.saltspringpottersguild.com • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Saturday, May 16
Mayne Island Conservancy’s 4th Annual May Day
Celebration—Morris Dancers, procession to Miners Bay Park
with drummers & singers, Maypole,
labyrinth for the May Queen's
crowning, dancing & games, delicious
refreshments; everyone welcome:
elves, fairies and others • Farmers'
Market • 1pm • Admission: Free • Info:
Helen O’Brian 250-539-5619 • ON
MAYNE ISLAND 

Saturday, May 16
Galiano Concerts present T. Nile—Raised on
Galiano, folk artist T. Nile’s career has taken off
internationally; nominated as ‘Best Contemporary
Vocalist’, Canadian Folk Music Awards • South
Galiano Community Hall • 7:30pm • Tickets:
Adults $25; kids 15 & under with paying adult free;
other students $12, at Galiano Island Books or at
the door • ON GALIANO ISLAND

Sat, Sun & Mon, May 16, 17 & 18
Victoria Day Weekend Family Fun Swims-enjoy the
wavepool, waterslide, pirate ship, toddler pool, swirlpool, family
changerooms, steam, sauna, and diving boards. Saanich
Commonwealth Place, 4636 Elk Lake Drive (right off Pat Bay Hwy
at Royal Oak exit) • SAT MAY 16: 1-4pm, 6:30-8:30pm; SUN MAY

17: 10am-noon, 1-4pm; 6:30-8:30pm; MON, MAY 18: 10-noon, 1-
4 pm • IN SAANICH

Thur, May 21 to Sun, May 31
Uno Fest—Canada’s Singular Live Theatre Event;
28 different shows, comedy, dance, drama,
puppetry, cutewithchris.live! and more • Tickets
$15, Passes $99, 250-383-2663 • Multiple venues
downtown • www.intrepidtheatre.com • IN
VICTORIA

Thurs-Sats, May 21-23, 28-30, Sun, May 31
Island Theatre presents ‘if i were me’ and other plays—
Three one act plays written and directed by acclaimed director
Mort Ransen; plays are dramatic, comedic views of our lives;
Warning: Plays contain adult material and coarse language •
Artspring • 8pm, SUN MAY 31: matinee only 2pm • Tickets: $25,
2 for 1 opening night 250-537-2102 • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Sunday, May 24 
14th Annual Bob Dylan Birthday
Party—an evening listening to, or
performing your favourite Bob Dylan tunes
(musicians: call Carolyn Oko 250-539-9806) •
Galiano Community Hall • Potluck 5:30 pm,
show 7pm, Bob’s cake at 10pm • Admission:
donation to Galiano Community Land & Housing
Trust • Info: Tom Hennessy 250-529-2930 • ON
GALIANO ISLAND

UKRAINE, please turn to page 11

The Islands Trust is seeking submissions of art from artists
residing in the Islands Trust Area.  The art will be used to
create three posters with conservation messages for
visitors to the area.  

For a complete copy of the Call to Artists (i.e. project
description, eligibility requirements, selection process and
criteria, timeline, application requirements and application
form) please download a copy from the Islands Trust web
site at:  www.islandstrust.bc.ca.

Deadline for submissions:  4:00 p.m., Tuesday, June 2,
2009.
This project is made possible through a grant from the Union
of British Columbia Municipalities.

CALL TO ARTISTS
Request for 

Submissions of Art 
Visitor Information Poster

 

Cold Drafty House? 
Wet Basement?   
Nasty Crawl Space?    
Spray-Foam Insulation (may qualify  
for EcoENERGY & LiveSmart Grants) 
Air Leakage and Moisture Control  
Foundation Waterproofing and Repair 

 

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better

from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

Salish Sea-wide Visibility
islandtides@islandtides.com

250-629-3660

A Canadian Cook In the
Ukraine ~ Brian Crumblehulme
After a two hour drive north of Donetsk in the middle of a rolling
Ukrainian forested steppe we arrived at the village of
Svyatogorsk. The trip over was uneventful. After transferring at
Frankfurt we over-nighted at Munich and had an opportunity to
explore part of the central city which is easy to do. A cup of coffee
at the airport hotel costs $11CAD!

This area has a bizarre history. The whole region is covered
with pine and birch forests and bisected by the small Dontsk
River which is quite pretty. In the early 16th Century some
itinerant monks established a monastery on a cliff over the river.
That institution is now a huge rambling collection of cells and
chapels and the object of pilgrimages. The village grew up to
service the monks. Since the area is remote and relatively
pristine the Soviets decided it would be a good place to build a
summer camp for children. By the end of that era there were 50
such establishments dotted through the forest. Some of these are
now derelict but there appear to be at least 30 privatized and
more or less viable operations. And that in turn implies that
about 20,000 children descend on this quiet backwater every
summer to play soccer, swim in cold water, and tramp through
the forests. The camps are closed now but resident caretakers
are dutifully brushing off the winter’s debris and applying yet
one more coat of paint to the iron gates and swings.

We are staying at the Svyatograd Hotel, a four year old semi-
luxury business established to provide a more up-scale degree of
comfort for well-heeled newly rich families. This means there is
a play area, heated pool, movies and activities for the junior set,
and lots of beer, vodka, kebabs and massage rooms for the
business set that pay the bills. There are 14 rooms in all served
by more than 29 mostly smiling faces. The food is the best
Russian cuisine I have ever tasted and part of my job is to assist
them to develop a more international flavour. No small feat
when you consider that the most popular dishes are pork kebabs
loaded with garlic and accompanied by fries and beer. The
owners (consortium) in their wisdom thought that Japanese
sushi might sell well but after five years they have yet to take a
single order.

We walk every day. There is no snow and the temperature
hovers at around zero. The first week was overcast but now we
have brilliant sun and the forest looks glorious. There is no
underbrush such as we know, just a thin blush of green
promising a carpet of wild flowers sometime in April. Since the
cash flow is seasonal the village itself is quite modest. Some
cottages are positively decrepit but most have some pretension
to improvement that might include raking leaves and sweeping
paths. And every street boasts one new house with a car. All the
streets are tree-lined and most of the deciduous trees are
infected with mistletoe so the branches are decorated with great
round bunches of green as though leftover from Christmas.
Battered 30-year-old Ladas putter along the quiet streets and
once in a while a new Mitsubishi. This culture sits astride the

comprehensive planning, proper environmental assessment,
and long term costings. There may be nothing wrong with
private companies developing hydropower in some locations,
but to go ahead with the Bute Inlet project—which will produce
over 1,000 megawatts from 17 generating facilities and involves
the construction of 443 kilometres of transmission lines and
about 100 bridges—on a private basis without full planning and
regulatory process and BC Hydro involvement—is incredible.
This project is larger than Site C. The NDP will end the sell-off of
BC Hydro and the requirement for BC Hydro to purchase all new
run-of -river power from private producers.

Both parties are proposing to implement a carbon ‘cap-&-
trade’ system. Cap-&-trade is the latest trend on the
international carbon regulatory scene. The ‘cap’ part of cap-&-
trade is urgently needed, but the devil is in the details,
particularly in the trade component. The Liberals, who receive
85% of their funding from corporate donors, will almost
certainly be more subject to bias than the NDP, whose funding
comes mostly from individuals.

What about the Green Party? As soon as we achieve
proportional representation in this province, which the NDP has
committed to do regardless of the referendum results, the Green

Party should be able to gain seats and take its rightful place in the
legislature. For now, the Green Party splits the progressive
environmental vote, thus blocking urgently needed change.

Gary Holman is by far the superior candidate for Saanich
North & The Islands, and I say this without hesitation having
worked with him over the past nine years on a range of
environmental projects including the Salt Spring Energy
Strategy. He is a professional economist, competent,
knowledgeable and hard working,  plus he gets things done—
witness the Salt Spring bus system. His endorsement by the
Conservation Voters of BC, one of only four candidates in the
province to be so recognized, speaks hugely of his provincial
reputation. If you agree with me that we need climate-informed
leadership in the BC Legislature, consider donating a few hours
this week to support Gary’s campaign.

Elizabeth White, Salt Spring Island

Eating Locally
Dear Editor:
Please forward our sincere thanks to Brian Crumblehulme for
the excellent article ‘Ten Reasons for Eating Local’ (Island Tides
April 23, 2009). Can we afford not to eat locally? 

LETTERS from page 4

Sometimes the most telling political story is a little one. And no
story better points to political cronyism in BC than the tale of
rural agency liquor stores.

There are two kinds of private stores in BC—the rural stores
and the, generally urban, ‘licensee retail stores’. The licensee
stores seem to be friends with the BC Liberal Party. The rural
stores don’t. 

The connections between the BC Liberals and the liquor
industry have been amply demonstrated on inestimable reporter
Sean Holman’s website Public Eye (www.publiceye.com).
According to Public Eye: in 1996 Patrick Kinsella, who co-
managed the BC Liberals’ 2001 and 2005 campaigns, was a
director and shareholder of the Liquor Barn, which then owned
19 private stores in BC; Kim Haakstad, the executive director of
the Alliance of Beverage Licensees of BC (ABLE BC), which
represents most private stores, is a former BC Liberal ministerial
aide; and Mark Jiles, Gordon Campbell’s former constituency
campaign manager, is a registered provincial lobbyist for two
large companies ‘to promote a new liquor distribution system’
and on ‘policy and pricing pertaining to liquor in BC.’

Rural Stores Must ‘Subsidize Beer
With Milk Revenue’

The policy and pricing of liquor sales are sore spots with ‘rural
agency stores’—the 230 general stores that sell liquor under the
auspices of the BC Liquor Distribution Branch(LDB). Owners
argue they lose a lot of money on their liquor sales. ‘We subsidize
beer with milk,’ says Jon Guy, a partner in the Saturna General
Store.

Anahim Lake Trading’s owner Ted Hlokoff figures that
selling booze—with all the complicated paper work, costly
inventory, refrigeration, bottle-handling and shipping—costs
him 18% of the sticker price. Since 1974, when rural agency
stores were established, the province has obliged them to sell at
LDB prices while allowing them a mere 10% wholesale discount.

Hlokoff says his annual liquor sales of $300,000 comprise a
third of his business. However, he says he doesn’t really care that
he’s not allowed to put up a sign saying he sells booze. ‘If we’re
losing money, why would I want to advertise?’

Meanwhile, the 673 licensee stores get a 16% discount and

Commentary by Charles Campbell

Rural agency liquor stores get a poor deal

LIQUOR STORES, please turn to page 10

5 Years of Poets...
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Join us in celebrating our May anniversary!
Visit our website

for events schedule & special packages.
This weekend:

Celebrate Mother’s Day with Us!
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in us in celebrating our May anniversar
...5 Weekends of Fun in May!
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MAY 2009 GENERAL ELECTION
AND REFERENDUM ON ELECTORAL REFORM

Get ready to vote.
In the May 12th provincial general election, 
British Columbia’s voters will decide who governs 
the province for the next four years. Voters will 
also decide what electoral system will be used 
for future elections.

New Identifi cation Rules For Voting
Voters must prove their identity and current 
residential address to receive a ballot or register 
to vote at the time of voting. Any one of the 
following identifi cation is acceptable:

•  BC drivers licence
•  BC identifi cation card
•  Certifi cate of Indian Status

If you don’t have any of the above, bring two 
documents that together prove your identity and 
current residential address. A list of acceptable 
types of ID is available at www.elections.bc.ca

Voters without identifi cation can be vouched for 
by a voter in their electoral district who does have 
the necessary identifi cation, or a direct family 
member or someone who has legal authority 
to make personal care decisions for the voter.

Voting Opportunities
There are many voting opportunities in B.C. 
Here are some of your options:

Advance Voting Available to all voters. Voters 
can attend any advance voting location from 
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (local time), Wednesday, May 6 
to Saturday, May 9. All advance voting locations 
are wheelchair accessible. 

General Voting Available to all voters. Voters 
can attend any general voting location from 8 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. (Pacifi c time), Tuesday, May 12, 2009.

Other Voting Options If you are going to be away 
or some other circumstance prevents you from 
voting at advance voting or general voting, you 
can vote in any district electoral offi ce from when 
the election is called on Tuesday, April 14 to 4 p.m. 
(Pacifi c time) on Tuesday, May 12. You can also 
request a vote-by-mail package from your district 
electoral offi ce or through the Elections BC 
website at www.elections.bc.ca

Referendum On 
Electoral Reform 

 

In addition to an 
election ballot, 
voters will also 
receive a ballot 
to vote in the 
referendum on 
electoral reform.

For more information on the referendum on electoral 
reform, visit the Referendum Information Offi ce 
website at www.BCreferendum2009.ca 
Or, call their toll-free information line at 
1-800-668-2800 (in Vancouver: 604-775-2800) 
from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (Pacifi c time) 
Monday to Friday.

Any Questions?
For further information visit Elections BC’s 
website at www.elections.bc.ca or call 
toll-free 1-800-661-8683. 

Or, contact your district electoral offi ce. 
Hours of Operation
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

 The following persons have been nominated as candidates for  Cowichan Valley  for the May 12, 2009 General Election.

  Cowichan Valley  Electoral District  
 Candidate’s Name:  Financial Agent:  Official Agent:

  Cathy Basskin 
 BC Liberal Party 

  Clyde Ogilvie 
 2735 Mt Baker Rd RR 1,   Mill Bay, BC,   V0R 2P1 

  Alison Taylor 
 466 Trans Canada Hwy,   Duncan, BC,   V9L 3R6 

  Simon Lindley 
 Green Party of BC 

  Beryl Lindley 
 2942 Caswell St RR 3,   Chemainus, BC,   V0R 1K3 

   
        

  Michial Rupert Moore 
 BC Refed 

  Dennis Shaw 
 3508 Vera Way,   Nanaimo, BC,   V9R 6X4 

   
        

  Stewart Jason Murray 
 Conservatives 

  Marlies Murray 
 1721 Glen Rd RR 1,   Cowichan Bay, BC,   V0R 1N1 

   
        

  Bill Routley 
 BC NDP 

  Ellen Oxman 
 5183 Koksilah Rd,   Duncan, BC,   V9L 6V6 

   
        

 General Voting Places: Advance Voting Places: District Electoral Offi ces:

  Arbutus Ridge Club 
 600 Fairways Pl ,  Cobble Hill, BC 

  Bench Elem School 
 1501 Cowichan Bay Rd ,  Cobble Hill, BC 

  Cobble Hill Hall 
 3550 Watson Ave ,  Cobble Hill, BC 

  Discovery Elem School 
 2204 McKean Rd ,  Shawnigan Lake, BC 

  Duncan Eagles Club 
 2965 Boys Rd ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Duncan Fire Hall 
 468 Duncan St ,  Duncan, BC 

  Honeymoon Bay Firehall 
 10066 South Shore Rd ,  Honeymoon Bay, BC 

  Island Savings Centre 
 2687 James St ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Kerry Park Rec Centre 
 1035 Shawnigan-Mill Bay Rd ,  Mill Bay, BC 

  Lake Cowichan Centennial Hall 
 309 South Shore Rd ,  Lake Cowichan, BC 

  Maple Bay Elem School 
 1500 Donnay Dr ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Mount Prevost Middle School 
 6177 Somenos Rd ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Quamichan Middle School 
 2515 Beverly St ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Queen of Angels School 
 2085 Maple Bay Rd ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Sahtlam Fire Hall 
 4384 Cowichan Lake Rd ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Shawnigan Lake Comm Centre 
 2804 Shawnigan Lake Rd ,  Shawnigan Lake, BC 

  Youbou Comm Hall 
 8550 Hemlock St ,  Youbou, BC 

  Cobble Hill Hall 
 3550 Watson Ave ,  Cobble Hill, BC 

  Island Savings Centre 
 2687 James St ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Lake Cowichan Centennial Hall 
 309 South Shore Rd ,  Lake Cowichan, BC 

  1A-2753 Charlotte Rd 
 Duncan, BC 
 (250) 715-2803 

Pigs are taking the rap for the global outbreak of swine flu, but
the pandemic was never their fault. Influenza is a social disease,
and this pandemic is a social phenomenon. We're in the thick of
it now and public health agencies around the world are doing
their best to minimize suffering and limit deaths. 

But if we take the time to understand the social ecology of
influenza we will be better equipped to prevent future
occurrences. Because swine flu is merely the latest symptom of a
chronic economic disease characterized by corporate control of
food production, exploitation of workers and animals, financial
speculation and aggressive global trading.  

In Mexico, as in Canada and the United States, hog
production underwent massive structural change over the last 25
years owing to new policies designed to ramp up production,
shift it to vertically integrated corporations, and sell our product
to other countries cheaper than they produce it themselves.
Communities once self-reliant in food production are now
dependent on imports. Globalization remodelled agriculture into
agribusiness, and food became a mere commodity on world

markets.
In the past, most North American hogs were raised on family

farms dispersed throughout the countryside. Hogs were
butchered on farms or at local abattoirs and regional packing
plants. Supply and demand were pretty much in balance, and
there was little export.

US-based Murphy Farms (bought out by Smithfield during
the 1990s) was the first company to start raising hogs indoors
using an assembly line approach. The company grew, and
quickly gained more and more market share. Soon other
companies were emulating the Murphy approach, and factory
farming of hogs took off. The new production model arrived in
Quebec around 1994 and spread to the rest of Canada thereafter
as federal and provincial policies and regulations were amended
to encourage its expansion. 

Where once a large hog farm boasted 100 sows, 5,000-sow
operations producing tens of thousands of hogs per year soon
became the norm. Smaller outfits went bankrupt. A few small
diversified farms continue to raise smaller numbers of hogs for

their local markets, but today most pork consumed in Canada
comes from factory farms. In fact, Canada produces far more
pork than we can eat, so we export roughly half of our
production. 

NAFTA triggered the same restructuring process in Mexico
when farmers there were forced to compete with cheap imports
from the US. Some farms grew bigger and more industrialized –
many went out of business. As time went on, there as here, the
minimum size of a commercial hog barn grew bigger and bigger.
Mexico began to pursue an export pork agenda and companies
such as Smithfield Food moved in to take advantage of the
country's low wages - reducing costs while centralizing
production in fewer, larger facilities. 

Without the backing of Canadian, US, and Mexican policy-
makers and the trade agreements they signed, the environment
in which this swine flu pandemic evolved would never have
existed. The unnecessary deaths caused by this disease are one
more cost of the export-oriented cheap food regime that has

Flu is not the pigs’ fault ~ Commentary by Cathy Holtslander 

FLU, please turn to page 15
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 The following persons have been nominated as candidates for  Nanaimo  for the May 12, 2009 General Election.

  Nanaimo  Electoral District  
 Candidate’s Name:  Financial Agent:  Official Agent:

  Dirk Becker 
 Green Party of BC 

  Nicole Shaw 
 7560 Fernmar Rd RR 2,   Lantzville, BC,   V0R 2H0 

   
        

  Leonard Krog 
 BC NDP 

  Cynthia Lowry 
 3303 Smugglers Hill Dr,   Nanaimo, BC,   V9T 1H9 

  Cynthia Lowry 
 2120 Bay St,   Nanaimo, BC,   V9T 4V5 

  Jeet Manhas 
 BC Liberal Party 

  Joyce Smith 
 2147 Bowen Rd,   Nanaimo, BC,   V9S 1H8 

  Kim Smythe 
 4-1451 Estevan Rd,   Nanaimo, BC,   V9S 3Y3 

  Linden Robert Shaw 
 BC Refed 

  Dennis Shaw 
 3508 Vera Way,   Nanaimo, BC,   V9R 6X4 

   
        

 General Voting Places: Advance Voting Places: District Electoral Offi ces:

  Beban Park Rec Centre 
 2300 Bowen Rd ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Bowen Park Auditorium 
 500 Bowen Rd ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Departure Bay Activity Centre 
 1415 Wingrove St ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Departure Bay Baptist Church 
 3510 Departure Bay Rd ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Evangelistic Tabernacle 
 1300 Princess Royal Ave ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Nanaimo 7th Day Adventist Church 
 2400 Highland Blvd ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Nanaimo Aquatic Centre 
 741 3 St ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Nanaimo Full Gospel Assembly 
 4900 Hammond Bay Rd ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Nanaimo Yacht Club 
 400 Newcastle Ave ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Protection Island Fire Hall 
 26 Pirates Lane ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Royal Canadian Legion 256 
 1630 East Wellington Rd ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Rutherford Elem School 
 5840 Hammond Bay Rd ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  St. Andrews United Church 
 311 Fitzwilliam St ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Uplands Park Elem School 
 3821 Stronach Dr ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Wellington Hall 
 3922 Corunna Ave ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Royal Canadian Legion 256 
 1630 East Wellington Rd ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  3156 Barons Rd 
 Nanaimo, BC 
 (250) 760-0428 

 The following persons have been nominated as candidates for  Nanaimo-North Cowichan  for the May 12, 2009 General Election.

  Nanaimo-North Cowichan  Electoral District  
 Candidate’s Name:  Financial Agent:  Official Agent:

  Ronald James Fuson 
 BC Refed 

  Dennis Shaw 
 3508 Vera Way,   Nanaimo, BC,   V9R 6X4 

   
        

  Ian Elliott Gartshore 
 Green Party of BC 

  Christopher Strashok 
 718 St. George St,   Nanaimo, BC,   V9S 1W4 

   
        

  Rob Hutchins 
 BC Liberal Party 

  Elaine Layman 
 PO Box 1360,   Ladysmith, BC,   V9G 1A9 

  Don Smukowich 
 PO Box 1360,   Ladysmith, BC,   V9G 1A9 

  Doug Routley 
 BC NDP 

  Robert Smits 
 4950 Homestead Way,   Ladysmith, BC,   V9G 1H3 

  Robert Smits 
 4950 Homestead Way,   Ladysmith, BC,   V9G 1H3 

 General Voting Places: Advance Voting Places: District Electoral Offi ces:

  Bayview School 
 140 View St ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Chase River School 
 1503 Cranberry Ave ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Chemainus First Nation Comm Centre 
 3949 Shell Beach Rd ,  Ladysmith, BC 

  Cinnabar Valley School 
 1800 Richardson Rd ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Cranberry Comm Hall 
 1555 Morden Rd ,  South Wellington, BC 

  Crofton Comm Centre 
 8104 Musgrave St ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Davis Road Elem School 
 444 Parkhill Terr ,  Ladysmith, BC 

  Gabriola Island Comm Hall 
 2200 South Rd ,  Gabriola Island, BC 

  Georgia Avenue School 
 625 Georgia Ave ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  Ladysmith Intermediate School 
 317 French St ,  Ladysmith, BC 

  Nanaimo Christian School 
 198 Holland Rd ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  North Ceder Intermediate School 
 2215 Gould Rd ,  South Wellington, BC 

  North Oyster School 
 13470 Cedar Rd ,  Ladysmith, BC 

  Penelakut Band Offi ce 
 Clam Bay Rd ,  Kuper Island, BC 

  Royal Canadian Legion 191 
 9975 Chemainus Rd ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Somenos Elem School 
 3039 Sprott Rd ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Thetis Island Comm Centre 
 Mission Rd ,  Thetis Island, BC 

  Ladysmith Fire Hall 
 340 6 Ave ,  Ladysmith, BC 

  Royal Canadian Legion 191 
 9975 Chemainus Rd ,  North Cowichan, BC 

  Salvation Army 
 505 8 St ,  Nanaimo, BC 

  1151 Lawlor Rd 
 Nanaimo, BC 
 (250) 716-5913 

A growing chorus of voices from across BC is calling on all
political parties to commit to a provincial poverty reduction plan
with legislated targets and timelines. Some wonder, however,
whether such a plan is affordable, particularly in a recession. The
answer is yes. 

In a recession, poverty risks getting worse unless
governments take focused action to protect the vulnerable. And
combating poverty isn’t just the right thing to do, it makes sound
economic sense. At a time when all governments are talking
about economic stimulus packages, a poverty reduction plan is
exactly the kind of investment we need. It concentrates money
among those who don’t have the luxury of saving, and who spend
all they have in our local communities. This is where we get the
maximum economic bang for our stimulus buck.

Other governments understand this. Ontario’s provincial
government recently adopted a poverty reduction plan. Despite
the recession and a large deficit, it has committed to reduce child
poverty by 25% in five years. On March 11, the federal House of
Commons unanimously passed a motion calling for G8 and G20
leaders to make combating poverty a priority in national

economic stimulus plans.
And the public gets it too. In a recent Environics poll

(commissioned by the CCPA just as the recession became
dominant in the news), 77% of British Columbians agreed that,
in an economic downturn, it is more important than ever to
make helping the poor a priority.

As for affordability, consider this: the total amount of money
needed to take everyone in British Columbia who is below the
poverty line, and raise their income to the poverty line, is about
$2.4 billion (known as the ‘poverty gap’). That’s a lot of money.
But it is about 1.3% of provincial GDP. We can afford to do this.
Surely, in a province as wealthy as ours, with an annual gross
domestic product of almost $200 billion, closing a poverty gap of
$2.4 billion should not be seen as insurmountable. Much of the
task will fall to government, but the private sector also has a vital
role to play, most notably by raising the wages of low-wage
workers (as a majority of poor British Columbians are working in
the low-wage labour force).

Closing the poverty gap may actually save money, certainly
inaction costs money. A recent Ontario study put an actual dollar

value on the cost of poverty in that province—it measured the
higher health, social service and justice system costs and lower
economic productivity. The bottom line? Poverty costs Ontario
between $32-38 billion every year, or about 6% of its GDP. 

Similarly, study after study has shown that, as a society, we
spend more on services for the homeless than it would cost to
actually provide them with housing. Clearly, there is a false
economy in our failure to act.

Too often, people feel forlorn in the face of poverty and
homelessness—that this is the new normal; that nothing can
really be done. But if we commit to a bold plan, a dramatic
reduction in poverty and homelessness within a few short years
is a perfectly achievable goal.

If you want to join the call for a BC poverty reduction plan,
visit http://bcpovertyreduction.ca. 

Seth Klein is BC Director of the Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives, and co-author of the CCPA report A Poverty
Reduction Plan for BC, available at www.policyalternatives.ca. 0

Poverty Reduction Focus For Economic Stimulus Plans ~ Seth Klein
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 The following persons have been nominated as candidates for  Saanich North and the Islands  for the May 12, 2009 General Election.

  Saanich North and the Islands  Electoral District  
 Candidate’s Name:  Financial Agent:  Official Agent:

  Tom Bradfi eld 
 Green Party of BC 

  Anthea McLauchlan 
 9903 Seventh St,   Sidney, BC,   V8L 2V8 

  John Thornburgh 
 1090 Clayton Rd,   North Saanich, BC,   V8L 5P6 

  Murray Robert Coell 
 BC Liberal Party 

  Susan Mercer 
 10259 Cleveland Rd,   Sidney, BC,   V8L 4X9 

  Kimanda Jarzebiak 
 203-1110 Government St,   Victoria, BC,   V8W 1Y2 

  Gary Holman 
 BC NDP 

  Sally McAfee 
 PO Box 339,   Brentwood Bay, BC,   V8M 1R3 

   
        

 General Voting Places: Advance Voting Places: District Electoral Offi ces:

  Brentwood Bay Elem School 
 7085 Wallace Dr ,  Central Saanich, BC 

  Capital City Yacht Club 
 10630 Blue Heron Rd ,  North Saanich, BC 

  Community Gospel Chapel 
 147 Vesuvius Bay Rd ,  Salt Spring Island, BC 

  Deep Cove Elem School 
 10975 West Saanich Rd ,  North Saanich, BC 

  Fernwood Elem School 
 150 Fernwood Rd ,  Salt Spring Island, BC 

  Friendship Baptist Church 
 7820 Central Saanich Rd ,  Central Saanich, BC 

  Fulford Elem School 
 203 Southridge Dr ,  Salt Spring Island, BC 

  Galiano Lions Hall 
 992 Burrill Rd ,  Galiano Island, BC 

  Gulf Island Sec School 
 232 Rainbow Rd ,  Salt Spring Island, BC 

  Holy Trinity Church Hall 
 1319 Mills Rd ,  North Saanich, BC 

  Keating Elem School 
 6843 Central Saanich Rd ,  Central Saanich, BC 

  Mary Winspear Centre 
 2243 Beacon Ave ,  Sidney, BC 

  Mayne Island Agricultural Hall 
 430 Fernhill Rd ,  Mayne Island, BC 

  Panorama Leisure Centre 
 1885 Forest Park Dr ,  North Saanich, BC 

  Pender Island Comm School 
 5714 Canal Rd ,  North Pender Island, BC 

  Saanich Fairgrounds 
 1528 Stellys X Rd ,  Central Saanich, BC 

  Saanich Peninsula Presbyterian Church 
 9296 East Saanich Rd ,  North Saanich, BC 

  Saanichton Bible Fellowship 
 2159 Mt Newton X Rd ,  Central Saanich, BC 

  Saturna Island Rec Centre 
 104 Harris Rd ,  Saturna Island, BC 

  Shoal Centre 
 10030 Resthaven Dr ,  Sidney, BC 

  Sidney Pentecostal Church 
 10364 McDonald Park Rd ,  North Saanich, BC 

  ArtSpring Art Centre 
 100 Jackson Ave ,  Salt Spring Island, BC 

  Saanich Fairgrounds 
 1528 Stellys X Rd ,  Central Saanich, BC 

  Shoal Centre 
 10030 Resthaven Dr ,  Sidney, BC 

  1528 Stellys X Rd 
 Saanichton, BC 
 (250) 544-4421 

 The following persons have been nominated as candidates for  Victoria-Beacon Hill  for the May 12, 2009 General Election.

  Victoria-Beacon Hill  Electoral District  
 Candidate’s Name:  Financial Agent:  Official Agent:

  Saul Andersen 
 Independent 

  David Galbraith 
 1201 Roslyn Rd,   Victoria, BC,   V8S 4R7 

   
        

  Dallas Henault 
 BC Liberal Party 

  Russell Lazaruk 
 2508 Westview Terr,   Sooke, BC,   V9Z 0Y7 

   
        

  Carole James 
 BC NDP 

  Tony Sprackett 
 A-1263 Pembroke St,   Victoria, BC,   V8T 1J6 

   
        

  Adam Saab 
 Green Party of BC 

  John Bowers 
 2-737 Vancouver St,   Victoria, BC,   V8V 3V4 

   
        

 General Voting Places: Advance Voting Places: District Electoral Offi ces:

  Central Middle School 
 1280 Fort St ,  Victoria, BC 

  Church of Our Lord 
 626 Blanshard St ,  Victoria, BC 

  George Jay Elem School 
 1118 Princess Ave ,  Victoria, BC 

  James Bay Comm School 
 140 Oswego St ,  Victoria, BC 

  James Bay New Horizons 
 234 Menzies St ,  Victoria, BC 

  North Park Manor 
 875 North Park St ,  Victoria, BC 

  Sir James Douglas Elem School 
 401 Moss St ,  Victoria, BC 

  Sundance Elem School 
 1625 Bank St ,  Victoria, BC 

  North Park Manor 
 875 North Park St ,  Victoria, BC 

  1318 Blanshard St 
 Victoria, BC 
 (250) 952-5078 

 The following persons have been nominated as candidates for  Victoria-Swan Lake  for the May 12, 2009 General Election.

  Victoria-Swan Lake  Electoral District  
 Candidate’s Name:  Financial Agent:  Official Agent:

  Rob Fleming 
 BC NDP 

  James Dopp 
 1850 Allenby St,   Victoria, BC,   V8R 3B7 

   
        

  Jesse McClinton 
 BC Liberal Party 

  Jason Carvalho 
 1660 Garnet Rd,   Victoria, BC,   V8P 3C8 

   
        

  Robert (Bob) Savage 
 BC Refed 

  Dennis Shaw 
 3508 Vera Way,   Nanaimo, BC,   V9R 6X4 

   
        

  David Wright 
 Green Party of BC 

  David Wright 
 899 Fort St,   Victoria, BC,   V8W 1H6 

   
        

 General Voting Places: Advance Voting Places: District Electoral Offi ces:

  Burnside Gorge Comm Centre 
 471 Cecelia Rd ,  Victoria, BC 

  Cedar Hill Rec Centre 
 3220 Cedar Hill Rd ,  Saanich, BC 

  Centennial United Church 
 612 David St ,  Victoria, BC 

  Church of Latter-Day Saints 
 2990 Quadra St ,  Victoria, BC 

  Cloverdale Traditional School 
 3427 Quadra St ,  Saanich, BC 

  Craigfl ower Elem School 
 2766 Admirals Rd ,  Saanich, BC 

  Doncaster Elem School 
 1525 Rowan St ,  Saanich, BC 

  Garth Homer Society 
 813 Darwin Ave ,  Saanich, BC 

  Les Passmore Seniors Centre 
 286 Hampton Rd ,  Saanich, BC 

  Nellie McClung Library 
 3950 Cedar Hill Rd ,  Saanich, BC 

  Oaklands Chapel 
 2736 Fernwood Rd ,  Victoria, BC 

  Oaklands Elem School 
 2827 Belmont Ave ,  Victoria, BC 

  Reynolds Sec School 
 3963 Borden St ,  Saanich, BC 

  S.J. Willis Education Centre 
 923 Topaz Ave ,  Victoria, BC 

  Tillicum Elem School 
 3155 Albina St ,  Saanich, BC 

  University Canada West 
 950 Kings Rd ,  Victoria, BC 

  Church of Latter-Day Saints 
 2990 Quadra St ,  Victoria, BC 

  Les Passmore Seniors Centre 
 286 Hampton Rd ,  Saanich, BC 

  455 Boleskine Rd 
 Victoria, BC 
 (250) 952-5025 
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A SK US ABOUT THE LIMITED TIME SPECIAL BONUS!  

1.877.626.9259         www.MayneIslandResort.com

SHOW SUITE

494 Arbutus Drive, Mayne Island

Waterfront Homes from $59,900
1/8 OWNERSHIP

Phase 1 80% Sold. Final Phase Now Selling.

or or

2 KAYAKS 2 ELECTRIC 
SCOOTERS

2 YEARS FREE
MAINTENANCE

Come to our summer grand opening
and check out our new restaurant

Open House

May 15th to 18th, 10am – 5pm

1 800 655 5574
WWW.PRECRAFTEDHOMES.COM    

AUTHENTIC PRE-CRAFTED HOME PACKAGES...
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 THE UTMOST QUALITY
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Building New or Just Renovating?
- Kitchens

- Bathrooms

- Laundry & Storage

- Closet Organizers

D i r e c tC a b i n e t s
Come in and check out our factory direct 

C a s h  &  C a r r y
w w w . c a b i n e t s d i r e c t . c a

w w w . h a r b o u r c i t y k i t c h e n s . c o m

2189 Keating X. Rd.
Saanichton, B.C.
Phone: 250-652-5200

Fax: 250-652-6220

Serving the
Saanich Peninsula,

the Gulf Islands
& Greater

Victoria for over
30 years.

Locally Owned
& Operated

w w w . h a r b o u r c i t y k i t c h e n s . c o

- Closet Organizers

- Laundry & Storage

- Bathrooms

- Kitchens
ating?venow or Just RBuilding Ne CCCCCCCCCCCCC

Fax: 250-652-6220
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C a s h  &  C a r r y
Come in and check out our factory direct 

sC a b i n e t s

Phone: 250-652-5200
Saanichton, B.C.

2189 Keating X. Rd.

o m

30 years.
Victoria for over

& Greater
the Gulf Islands

Saanich Peninsula,
Serving the

& Operated
Locally Owned

Photo: Richard Curchin

The editor and her grandson check out BC-STV—and really like it.

Mercer, the global human resource consultants have once again
confirmed that Canada and in particular BC is one of the most
desirable places in the world to live. In their 2009 survey of
quality of life in 215 cities across the world, Vancouver is ranked
4th and Canada has five cities in the top 26, ahead of the top US
city, Honulolu at 29. According to Mercer, after Canada, Europe,
New Zealand and Australia are the next best places to live.

The Mercer’s Quality of Living ranking covers 215 cities
worldwide and is conducted to help governments and major
companies place employees on international assignments. In
2008, the quality of living in many regions was affected by the
global financial crisis, serious political turmoil, increasing unrest
and instability, health and climatic concerns.  

Mercer designed its objective way of measuring quality of
living for expatriates, based on factors that people consider
representative of quality of living. 

Once a year, Mercer conducts a quality of living study in more
than 380 cities worldwide based on detailed assessments and

evaluations of the following 10 categories: Political & Social
Environment, Economic Environment, Socio-Cultural
Environment, Medical & Health Considerations, Schools &
Education, Natural Environment, Public Services & Transport,
Recreation, Consumer Goods and Housing.

In 2009 the top-ranked five cities worldwide are:
Vienna, Austria (1st), Zurich, Switzerland (2nd), Geneva,
Switzerland (3rd), Vancouver, Canada (tied 4th), Auckland, New
Zealand (tied 4th).

Top Infrastructure
This year’s ranking also identifies the cities with the best
infrastructure based on electricity supply, water availability,
telephone and mail services, public transport provision, traffic
congestion and the range of international flights from local
airports. The top five cities in the infrastructure rating are:
Singapore (1st), Munich, Germany (2nd), Copenhagen, Denmark
(3rd), Tsukuba, Japan (4th),  Yokohama, Japan (5th). 0

ADVERTISE! CALL 250-629-3660

Vancouver 4th best city in the world to live
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Event ends June 30th.
The savings event of the year is now on at Island Savings, and we’re offering fantastic value in every branch. 

Simply bring in the coupons below.

Looking for even more ways to save? Earn higher interest with a Premium Savings Account, and take comfort 

in knowing that your deposits are 100% guaranteed by the Credit Union Deposit Insurance Corporation.

We’ll help your savings increase even more through our Save the Change program, which rounds your debit 

card purchases up to the nearest dollar, and deposits the extra into the savings account of your choice

– towards whatever you’re saving for.

Island Super Savings is only on until June 30th. So visit your nearest branch today.

Super savings available to everyone

FREE
FINANCIAL
PLANNING*

Come in and speak with 
one of our advisors about 

Waypoints Service, our new 
fi nancial planning program, 
and you’ll be entered to win

a GPS unit!

GET SOME FREE 
ADVICE & YOU COULD 

WIN A GPS UNIT.

*Offer expires June 30, 2009. Visit ISCU.com 
or ask your branch for details. IT.

WIN
A Wii*

If you are under 18, present 
this coupon when opening an 
Island Savings Junior Account 
& you’ll be entered to win a

Wii from Nintendo. 

How cool is that?

GET SOME PLAY
OUT OF A

JUNIOR ACCOUNT.

*Offer expires June 30, 2009. Visit ISCU.com 
or ask your branch for details. IT.

WIN
A LAPTOP*

Opt out of paper 
statements and you will 
be automatically entered
to win a laptop computer.

Visit www.ISCU.com
to opt out.

GO GREEN & YOU 
COULD WIN.

*Offer expires June 30, 2009. Visit ISCU.com 
or ask your branch for details. IT.

UP TO A
1.25%

BONUS*

Boost your savings
when you present
this coupon at any

Island Savings branch.

GET EVEN MORE 
FROM YOUR

TERM DEPOSITS.

*Offer expires June 30, 2009. Valid on selected 
non-redeemable term deposits. Does not 
include transfers from existing Island Savings 
investments or accounts. Visit ISCU.com or ask 
your branch for details. IT.

WIN 1 OF 5 
$1,000
CASH PRIZES*

Winners can choose to invest
their prize money in an Island 

Savings term deposit, Tax-Free 
Savings Account or Premium 

Savings Account.

BRING THIS INTO 
ANY BRANCH TO BE 
ENTERED TO WIN.

*Must be 19 years of age or older to be eligible to win. 
Visit ISCU.com or ask your branch for details. IT.

__________________________
NAME

__________________________
PHONE

BRENTWOOD 250-544-4041   CEDAR 250-722-7073   CHEMAINUS 250-246-3273   COWICHAN COMMONS 250-746-5575    

DOUGLAS & BROUGHTON 250-385-4728   DOWNTOWN DUNCAN 250-746-4171   LADYSMITH 250-245-0456   LAKE COWICHAN 250-749-6631   

MAYFAIR MALL 250-385-4476   MILL BAY 250-743-5534   SALT SPRING 250-537-5587   SHAWNIGAN 250-743-5395   

WEST SHORE 250-474-7262   WOODGROVE CENTRE 250-390-7070   www.ISCU.com

Clearly they will take back a
portion of the discount offered
to the private stores,
prompting wildly inflated
suggestion from ABLE that
the NDP would drive up the
price of beer by 20-25%.

The NDP knows the Liquor
Distribution Branch is a huge
cash cow for any government.
Perhaps that’s what the BC
Liberals discovered a few
years back when they actually
slowed their headlong rush to
privatize liquor sales.

Of course, the NDP also
has its own political cronies—
the BC Government and
Service Employees’ Union,
which represents all those
public liquor store employees.
Every political party has
friends and masters. 

The NDP has promised the
same discounts and assistance
to all stores in the private
sector—a level playing field.
But at what level? ‘I don’t
know,’ says Guy, ‘that the NDP
would be any better.’

Hlokoff puts it another
way. ‘Politics isn’t about fair
and government isn’t about
taking care of the people,’ he
says. ‘I’m still learning this.’

Whatever happens in the
May 12 election, if BC’s
general stores think they can
stop subsidizing liquor sales
with a surcharge on milk, well,
they’ll probably just have to
wait.

Charles Campbell is a
Saturna Islander and a
contributing editor to The
Tyee (www.thetyee.ca),
where this story also
appeared.  Contact him at
news@islandtides.com. 0

can sell booze for any price that works for them.

‘Providing A Rural Service’
The ABLE BC association is no friend of rural agency stores. The
Kamloops Daily News quoted the association’s Haakstad as
saying ‘there’s no business case’ to give the rural stores the same
discount as other private outlets because the philosophy behind
rural agency stores is not profit but community service. ‘Rural
agency stores are set up to service the community,’ she declared.

Don’t ask Ted Hlokoff about Kim Haakstad. She may actually
make his blood boil.

When store owners from Saturna and Galiano, Sorrento,
Scotch Creek, Denny Island and Bella Bella, and other hamlets
around the province arrived at the Legislature last February 12,
they came because they were frustrated that years of lobbying for
a fair shake had won them little.

In 2007, then solicitor general, John Les had told them in an
e-mail that he’d help them if they helped the BC Liberals by
keeping their mouths shut: ‘One more question in QP [question
period] or an article in the paper and it’s over.’

Les did gain small concessions on freight costs and

paperwork before he was forced to resign his cabinet post. When
the rural store owners got nowhere with his successors, they
came to Victoria and released Les’s e-mail to the media.

NDP Caribou South MLA Charlie Wyse led the attack in the
legislature. He asked why rural agency stores weren’t getting the
same treatment as other private liquor outlets. Is it because,
Wyse asked, those other private stores donated $250,000 to the
BC Liberals, because the Alliance of Beverage Licensees (ABLE)
donates to the BC Liberals, and because ABLE contributed to
recent ads criticizing the NDP?

No, the Liberals’ Rich Coleman said, it’s because rural agency
stores are different. ‘These are not liquor stores,’ he opined
repeatedly. ‘These are general stores that have an add-on to their
business, and they can have it voluntarily. They don’t have to
take the licence if they don’t want it.’

They don’t have to lose money if they don’t want to. They
could let the bootleggers provide the service. Customers on
Saturna Island could take the dawn boat to Victoria if they want
to. Customers in Anahim Lake could drive 320 kilometres to
Williams Lake and then drink all the way home if it suited them.
In other words, rural agency stores provide a community service.

They are not actual businesses at all, are they?
Out of question period’s spotlight, Coleman—whose Ministry

of Housing and Social Development has the curious duty of
overseeing alcohol distribution—acknowledged that pricing is a
problem. And so, last month, the government gave rural agency
stores the right to increase or decrease prices by 5%. Not a price
increase, you see, but flexibility on inventory management.

Will the Saturna General Store raise its liquor prices? ‘We
can’t afford not to,’ says Guy. He’ll still be shy of the 16% he
figures he needs to break even, and well short of the 18–20%
margin he would find livable, but you take progress where you
can find it.

Hlokoff figures the private stores have an average mark-up of
20 to 25%, which with their 16% discount gives them a margin of
as much as 40%. Even government liquor stores, Hlokoff says,
operate with a paper margin of 27%.

Now that there’s an election on, however, the NDP seems less
concerned with the rural stores’ bottom lines than—should they
form government—with their own. Their platform promises to
‘standardize liquor surcharges’ with a benefit to the provincial
treasury of $62 million per year. 

LIQUOR STORES from page 5
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electronic wave. Most homes do not boast a landline telephone
but every able body under forty sports a mobile. The 100-year-
old cottages with a chicken coup and thrice repaired roof are
powered by electricity metered through remote electronic
gizmos nailed to the outside walls.

Our interpreter, Natasha, is a very charming young lady who
is also the bookkeeper. There are very few English speakers
hereabout and we were invited as ‘Exhibit A’ to the local school
the next week. We met Natasha’s family including her 8-year-old
daughter who wants to be a ballet dancer. All very nice, you may
say, but are we doing anything useful? Well, after a bit of a slow
start, we are now quite busy giving sessions on customer service
and inculcating the concept of ‘maintenance’, the front door
handle was on the point of falling off; next week it will be menu
development. The staff are very good to us, forgiving our
mangled Russian, and even providing us with movies in English
to watch in the evenings.

Mary is embarking on a ‘roots’ project; her family emigrated
to Canada in 1895 from Volhenia in the Ukraine and since she
will never have a better opportunity she is planning to take off for
Kiev and search out the archives in a place called Zjitomir, about
200 kilometres west of Kiev.

Natasha is being very helpful with the planning of this
adventure. If Mary is not seen within a few weeks we have
arranged for the local militia and the boy scouts to explore every
village between Zjitomir and Komenka to search for an elderly
Canadian lady speaking garbled Russian and waving a
psychedelic walking stick!

Following ten days of overcast skies we enjoyed two days of
sun before winter returned with minus ten and snow. The forest

is quiet and wonderful and the temperature is creeping into
positive numbers again. It snowed all day Saturday and by
evening there was about six inches of the stuff. By mid-Sunday
morning when we took our constitutional all the roads had been
ploughed leaving only the forest rails to be re-invented. Small
children had a great time. The village is essentially flat but there
are just enough banks and grades to propel a legion of tiny sleds.

Saturday was also the day we decided to investigate the larger
geography by taking a bus to the nearest town. The decrepit
Soviet bus station still operates as it did sixty years ago as do the
buses—which means they operate on time. The forty minute ride
costs about $0.90CAD. Slavyansk is a former industrial town of
maybe 100,000. It is substantially dismal and not likely to
feature prominently on any tourist map in the near future. We
located lots of small corner stores and bars but not a single café
or restaurant. After our return I commented on this to the
receptionist who laughed and said it was a local joke, you cannot
eat in Slavyansk.

Our hotel has excellent Russian food which means that
everything except the tea has meat in it. Vegetarianism is an
oxymoron in the Russian-speaking world so it has required some
careful adaptation of the menu to create an acceptable low
protein compromise. Beyond potatoes, carrots and cabbage,
vegetables are unknown so we supplement with fresh and dried
fruit. There are several cafes in the village and sometimes for a
change we will eat out at a family operation where they make the
world’s best borsht for $1.50 a bowl; the coffee is Nescafé.

One day, I took a long walk through the village and across the
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Don’t forget to vote.
Voting Opportunities
There are many voting opportunities in B.C. 
Here are some of your options:

Advance Voting Available to all voters. Voters 
can attend any advance voting location from 
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (local time), Wednesday, May 6 
to Saturday, May 9. All advance voting locations 
are wheelchair accessible. 

General Voting Available to all voters. Voters 
can attend any general voting location from 8 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. (Pacifi c time), Tuesday, May 12, 2009.

Other Voting Options If you are going to be away 
or some other circumstance prevents you from 
voting at advance voting or general voting, you can 
vote in any district electoral offi ce from when the 
election is called on Tuesday, April 14 to 4 p.m. 
(Pacifi c time) on Tuesday, May 12. You can also 
request a vote-by-mail package from your district 
electoral offi ce or through the Elections BC 
website at www.elections.bc.ca

Do You Have This Card? 

This card tells you where you can vote during the 
four days of advance voting and on General Voting 
Day. Take it with you when you go to vote. If you 
do not have this card, visit the Elections BC 
website at www.elections.bc.ca or call toll-free 
1-800-661-8683 to fi nd a voting location near you.

How To Vote
• Choose only one candidate.
• Choose one electoral system.
• Mark your ballot with an  or .

Future Voters
Elections BC encourages you to bring your children 
with you when you vote. It’s a chance to show 
tomorrow’s voters how our electoral process works. 

Who Can Vote?
You can vote if you are:

•  18 years of age or older, or will be 18 
on General Voting Day (May 12, 2009)

•  a Canadian citizen
•  a resident of British Columbia for 

the past six months

You Can Register When You Vote
If you aren’t already registered, you can register 
when you go to vote. You’ll need identifi cation 
that proves both your identity and current 
residential address.

Bring Identifi cation
Don’t forget to bring ID when you go to vote. 
All voters must show identifi cation before 
they receive their ballots.

Any one of the following is acceptable:

•  BC drivers licence
•  BC identifi cation card
•  Certifi cate of Indian Status

If you don’t have any of the above, bring two 
documents that together prove your identity 
and current residential address.

 Government-issued identity documents 
(e.g. health care card, birth certifi cate, social 
insurance card, passport, citizenship document/
certifi cate, Old Age Security card etc.)

 Other government-issued documents 
(e.g. property tax assessment, income tax 
assessment notice, government cheque)

 School/college/university-issued document 
(e.g. admissions letter, report card, transcript, 
residence acceptance, tuition/fees statement, 
student card)

Other documents

• bank/credit card or statement
•  residential lease/mortgage statement
•  insurance statement
•  public transportation pass
•  utility bill
•  membership cards
•  hospital bracelet/documents
•  attestation of residence
•  provincial election Where to Vote card

Voters without identifi cation can be vouched for 
by a voter in their electoral district who does have 
the necessary identifi cation, or a direct family 
member or someone who has legal authority to 
make personal care decisions for the voter.

Referendum On 
Electoral Reform 

 

In addition to an 
election ballot, 
voters will also 
receive a ballot 
to vote in the 
referendum on 
electoral reform.

For more information on the referendum on electoral 
reform, visit the Referendum Information Offi ce 
website at www.BCreferendum2009.ca 
Or, call their toll-free information line at 
1-800-668-2800 (in Vancouver: 604-775-2800) 
from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (Pacifi c time) 
Monday to Friday.

Any Questions?
For further information visit Elections BC’s 
website at www.elections.bc.ca or call 
toll-free 1-800-661-8683. 

Or, contact your district electoral offi ce.

MAY 2009 GENERAL ELECTION
AND REFERENDUM ON ELECTORAL REFORM

www.elections.bc.ca  /  1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 1 - 8 6 8 3 TTY 1-888-456-5448

 Cowichan Valley 

 1A-2753 Charlotte Rd 
 Duncan, BC 
 (250) 715-2803 

 Nanaimo 

 3156 Barons Rd 
 Nanaimo, BC 
 (250) 760-0428 

 Nanaimo-North Cowichan 

 1151 Lawlor Rd 
 Nanaimo, BC 
 (250) 716-5913 

 Saanich North and the Islands 

 1528 Stellys X Rd 
 Saanichton, BC 
 (250) 544-4421 

 Victoria-Beacon Hill 

 1318 Blanshard St 
 Victoria, BC 
 (250) 952-5078 

 Victoria-Swan Lake 

 455 Boleskine Rd 
 Victoria, BC 
 (250) 952-5025 

Hours of Operation
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

David Carpentier
On Saturday, April 18 a celebration of the life was held at the
Saturna Community Hall for Betty and Geno Carpentier’s eldest
child, David. Sister-in-law Beatrice Carpentier, talked about
David’s life and showed a wonderful slide show. Amanda
Carpentier sang and played guitar.

David comes from a close family of five brothers and one
sister. He was an Island boy and did his schooling in the Gulf
Islands and then worked, logging, for Barry Crooks. Later, he
moved into trucking and had his own rig for long distance
hauling, living in different parts of BC. ‘He was a freespirit kind
of man. He liked to do things in his own way in his own time.’ He
loved to spend time with all his family. 

Being out on the water and riding his horse, Lionheart,
brought him great joy. His black cowboy hat and cowboy boots
were a signature for him as was his gentle courteous speech and
manner.

David has two sons that love him dearly, Brian and Kaare.
David came home to be with his parents and sons through the
last two years of his illness and do what he wanted to do—live out
the rest of his life doing what made him happy. He spent this
time with family and he spent it with friends.

David’s life touched many people in the community, as a child
growing up and as an adult.  Those people were there to show
their respect and bring comfort, as were his widespread and
numerous family. Thank you to the Saturna Women’s Club for
providing a lovely tea and atmosphere for people to talk and
reminisce and comfort the family. 0
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‘I have been where the hand of man has never set foot.’
—quote from a forgotten explorer

D
espite the quaint mixed metaphor of the quote, the
excitement and the awe with which our explorer
regarded the hitherto untouched natural world remains

a fundamental human experience. It is not surprising, then, that
exploitation of the wilderness induces alarm over resulting
damage, even in those who have never seen it.

Nowadays, as human-cause climate change progresses, there
is nowhere on earth that has not felt the virtual hand, or the foot,
of man. The atmosphere we share takes our acts everywhere.

This means we are now faced with environmental decisions
that seem to force us to decide between the local environmental
impacts of specific ‘green energy’ projects, and their contribution
to the reduction of worldwide global warming. What makes such
choices even more complicated is that there is no ‘one size fits
all’. We have to plan thinking carefully about many bottom lines.

Climate Change Versus Wilderness
A case in point which has received much publicity recently is the
visit of well-known environmental activist Tzeporah Berman to
Plutonic’s Toba Inlet run-of-river power generation site.
Plutonic’s guest came back saying that the environmental impact
was not so bad after all, and worth it for the ‘clean’ power it
would produce. We now seem to have a split between the
environmentalists who wish to fight climate change, and those
who want to retain the wilderness. 

Such an opposition breeds confusion rather than
enlightenment. 

Which Brings Us Back To Those
‘Footprints’

The idea of an environmental ‘footprint’ has been employed to
express nearly everything from the physical area changed by a
specific development, to the proportion of the world’s resources
required to maintain various lifestyles, ranging from North
American SUV drivers to Amazonian jungle dwellers ‘untouched
by civilization.’ 

Despite its broad use, ‘footprint’ is a very useful concept and
can assist us in debating the trade-offs involved in making
decisions about green energy development.

All development, even conservation initiatives, have
footprints. Consider four main types of footprint:

1. The ‘visual’ footprint: the immediate and easily
discernible effects of a development—on ecosystems and
communities.

2. The cumulative footprint of not-so-local but
associated developments: for example the need for dams to
control irregular or unpredictable output of of ‘green’ projects or
the need for long-distance high tension powerlines to connect
generation projects.

3. The economic footprint: locally, nationally, and
worldwide.

4. The footprint on the Earth: essentially climate change
considerations which must invoke the precautionary principle.

Immediate Visual Impact
This may be what we first think of when we speak of
‘environmental impact’. In accessible areas, we measure it
simply: comparing the immediate geographical area as it
appeared before the development, and how it was afterward. 

The larger the project is visually and the greater the distance
from which it is visible, the greater the effect we tend to ascribe
to it. A road impacts an entire linear landscape with a width
much wider than the road itself; but an underground tunnel may
be regarded as having little impact on the land above it. A power
dam on a river creates a lake upstream and affects the flow
downstream; a run-of-river generation project may have little
impact either upstream or downstream, except for the roads and
powerlines that connect it to the outside.

However visibility is not the only measure of impact. Both
humans and animals are territorial, and their idea of territory
may extend far beyond what they can see. For animals, it is the
chance of encountering prey, predators, or another of the same

species. For humans, it is the idea of wilderness (which may be
the same thing). 

Digging Deeper: Cumulative Effects
Multiple projects within a limited area have overlapping
impacts. Power developments on two creeks on either side of a
ridge impact the entire ridge, no matter how far away it may be.
The area that remains between the territorial impact of one
project and another may be too small, narrow, or disconnected
to be viable as wilderness, habitat, or a migration route.

Typically, government’s consideration of the environmental
footprint of a project in the wilderness is limited to the
immediate area directly cleared or disturbed, and the project is
considered in isolation, with no thought to any cumulative effect
of a number of projects (which may not be in sight of one
another) in a limited area. This is wrong and misleading.

The Not-So-Local Footprint
Humans do not build projects, particularly energy projects, in
isolation; they are always connected; if not by roads, railways,
pipelines, transmission lines, communication facilities, or other
permanent structures, then by systems. A ‘green’ power project
that generates electricity on a daily (solar), monthly (tidal), or
seasonal (run-of-river, solar) basis needs to be backed up with a
power storage facility, like a hydro-electric dam from which
power can be easily controlled, or a fueled generator which can
be turned up or down or off. Such a facility may be many miles
away from the ‘green’ project, yet its impact must be regarded as
part of the project’s footprint.

Overall, the entire system has to be immediately responsive
to demand: electrical generation particularly, since electricity
cannot be stored in large quantities.

It is at this system level that we have to consider alternatives
to a given project, and determine whether they are
complementary or competing. No project can be considered in
isolation from the system of which it is a part, or merely as an
‘add-on’ to what is already there, without identifying any
cumulative (or possibly negative) effects on the system and its
footprint.

The effects of irregularities in supply must also be included in
the system footprint. For example, electrical ‘brownouts’, or
outright supply interruptions may cause lighting reductions,
malfunctions in equipment or transportation facilities, or deaths
from the failure of life-sustaining medical equipment. These
problems may be ameliorated by using emergency generators;
these, too, have footprints. Our assessment of them is generally
risk-averse.

We have difficulty assessing the effects of events that, while
they may have a low probability of occurring, have serious or
even catastrophic results. Usually, we multiply their probability
by the cost of the event, and call that an ‘expected value’. For
catastrophes, however, such a calculation is not helpful,
particularly, as in the case of death, they are to be avoided at all
costs. 

A catastrophe has a very large footprint, which may come to
dominate the calculation at any level. A probability is generally
expressed as over a certain period of time; if that time period is
very long, it may be discounted altogether. But the event may still
happen, and sooner than expected.

The Economic Footprint
It has been said that ‘where you stand is where you sit,’ and
nowhere is this more true than in considering the economic
footprint. While a revenue versus cost calculation is a convenient
way of reaching a ‘bottom line’ decision, the fact remains that
this calculation looks different for each stakeholder in a project.

For example, the economic footprint for a corporation
bidding on a public infrastructure project is quite different from
that of the government considering those bids, and not just
because a cost to one may be revenue to another. 

Different items will be included in each calculation; private
sector reckonings are distinguished by their disregard for costs
to others, or costs of effects—footprints—that cannot be easily
valued in dollars; these are often termed ‘externalities’. But
governments, with their responsibilities for the environment, the
citizens, and for peace and order, all over a much longer period
of time, should not disregard these effects.

Footprints, after all, are fundamentally the people’s—and the
government’s—business. Governments are often accused of
short-term thinking (say until the next election). Short term
thinking is wrong and misleading.

A final aspect of the economic footprint is the expectation of
further development resulting from a specific project. Obviously,
an increased supply of electricity makes growth possible, though
it may be impossible to predict what kind of growth, where, and
who might benefit. 

Also difficult is quantifying is the employment resulting from
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Grocery store codes help
you choose food
Price Look-Up codes, commonly called PLU codes, PLU
numbers or PLUs, are identification numbers affixed to bulk
produce and other products in grocery stores and supermarkets
to make check-out and inventory control easier, faster, and more
accurate. However they are useful to the shopper as well.

The code is a four or five-digit number, currently in the 0-
4999 range. It identifies the type of produce, usually including
the variety.  Organic produce has  a prefix of ‘9’ (e.g. 94011 for
organic yellow bananas); an ‘8’ prefix indicates genetically
modified food.

The codes have been in use since 1990. Currently, there are
over 1,300 universal PLU codes assigned. Use of PLU codes
eliminate the need for grocery store checkers to identify each
variety of produce visually. This advantage is especially
important to stores with the growth of the organic produce
market; organic and conventional oranges, for example, may
look the same but have very different prices.

Price look-up codes are generally printed on small stickers or
tags, and are considered inconvenient by some. Various new
technologies are under consideration, including etching using
lasers and printing or ‘tattooing’ using ink made from substances
such as blueberry juice.

The system is administered by the International Federation
for Produce Standards, an affiliate of the Produce Marketing
Association. 0
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Judgment in the Supreme Court
The BC Supreme Court action was brought by the Xeni Gwet’in,
a small band near Williams Lake, on their own behalf and on
behalf of the Tsilqot’in Nation; it was unsuccessfully opposed in
court for four and a half years by both the federal and provincial
governments, as defendants.

In the end, Justice David Vickers expressed his opinion that
almost half of the land claimed by the Xeni qualified for
aboriginal title, and the remainder should be subject to certain
Xeni rights, which must be respected by the Crown.

Aboriginal title lands, said the court, are not subject to
provincial government land use and resource laws (in this case,
particularly the Forest Act). And where title and rights have not
yet been established, they may well be in the future, and any land
or resource use decisions must keep this in mind.

The decision is being appealed by the Xeni and both the
federal and provincial governments, and seems destined for the
Supreme Court of Canada (see box left, above).

A Short History
The proposed ‘First Nations Recognition and Reconciliation Act’
is the latest chapter in a long process to settle First Nations land
claims; it all started when Governor James Douglas declared on
February 14, 1859, that all the lands of British Columbia were
‘unoccupied’; ‘all the lands in British Columbia, and all the Mines
and Minerals therein, belong to the Crown in fee.’

He was, at the time, concerned with the gold rush and the
effect was that the few treaties signed with the aboriginal
community did not include the resolution of aboriginal land
claims, but dealt mainly with the purchase of land (it was quite
cheap then) by the Crown to accommodate expanding
settlement.

Over the years, under section 35(1) of the constitution and the
1876 Indian Act, reserves were allocated to about 200 Indian
bands in BC by the Federal Government, but many of these
bands claimed title to much larger areas which had been
traditionally used for hunting, fishing, harvesting, and so on.

Agreements With First Nations
Over the past few years, the Province has negotiated numerous
agreements with various First Nations, but has not been able to
satisfy the land claims, which cover most of the province
(constitutionally, aboriginal title can only be granted by the
federal government). Most of these agreements could be
described as business arrangements, or agreements to provide
provincial services, and many involve payment of one-time or
annual grants to the First Nations. These agreements do not
appear to have been challenged by the Xeni decision.

The Province most recently announced a grant of $35 million
to First Nations along the route of the proposed Northern
Gateway pipeline so they could purchase shares in the pipeline
company. (The Hartley Bay First Nation, who claim the
waterway through which the resultant petroleum tankers will
travel, have objected.) And private companies have also made
financial deals with First Nations to obtain their support for
resource development projects.

Building Indigenous Nations
Future arrangements with individual First Nations are to be
negotiated by a government-to-government relationship with
each of 24 Indigenous Nations which would be formed from the
200 or so existing First Nations. 

The proposed ‘First Nations Recognition and Reconciliation
Act’ legislation is described in a February, 2009 Discussion
Paper prepared by the Province and the First Nations Leadership
Council (see box left, below).

Each of the 24 Indigenous Nations is to be represented by
‘one political structure with a mandate to enter into shared
decision-making and revenue and benefit sharing agreements
with the Crown.’ In order to reach this level of political
organization, the Province offers assistance, in collaboration
with the First Nations Leadership Council, through an
‘Indigenous Nation Commission’. It is also anticipated that there
will be boundary disputes that will have to be resolved.

The discussion paper anticipates that the political
development of each Indigenous Nation will evolve through
three stages of engagement with provincial decisionmakers,
from a case-by-case ‘default’ level, through an ‘interim’ level,
where protocols for categories of decisions would be determined,
to a ‘comprehensive’ level, which is described as the

‘reconstitution’ of an Indigenous Nation.

Where Now?
The Discussion Paper was prepared for a meeting between
provincial government officials and representatives of First
Nations political organizations. Clearly, a great deal of further
consultation with First Nations, government bodies, resource
stakeholders, and the public is necessary; the proposed
legislation and the principles on which it is based all represent
significant changes in land use and resource planning
throughout the province.

Meanwhile, back in Williams Lake, federal and provincial
Environmental Review processes are underway on Taseko
Mines’ proposed Prosperity open-pit gold and copper project,
with estimated $800 million capital costs, and $200 million per
year operating costs for 20 years. The Xeni Gwet’in oppose the
project because it involves using Fish Lake (in their land claim
area) as a tailings pond. 0
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OnsiteConcrete.ca  
1-877-MIX-HERE (649-4373)

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Mixing  fresh
concrete at

your site

Your Island’s Concrete Solution

With Onsite Concrete there is no waste and
less impact on the environment. 
Slinger services also available. 

General Board Meeting
Presentation on 

Patient Streaming and New Emergency 
Department at NRGH

&
Open House

Wednesday, May 27, 2009

The Vancouver Island Health Authority Board of Directors is holding its
regular General Board meeting:

Wednesday, May 27, 2009 at 2:30 pm
Social Centre, Beban Park

2300 Bowen Road, Nanaimo, BC

In addition to conducting its regular business, there will be a presentation
on the Patient Streaming and New Emergency Department at Nanaimo
Regional General Hospital (NRGH). There will also be a limited amount of
time set-aside during the meeting for scheduled presentations from the
public and to respond to questions submitted in advance of the meeting.  

Presentation Guidelines:
A written request is required to make a presentation to the Board.
Requests should include the general nature and viewpoint of the
presentation and groups/organizations must identify one individual
as the spokesperson. Presentations will be limited to a maximum of
10 minutes. 

Questions for the Board:
Questions must be submitted in advance of the meeting to allow for
a formal response, which will be distributed in writing at the meeting
and posted to our website following the meeting.   

Note: Should the number of applications exceed the time available
at the meeting it may not be possible to schedule all presentations.
You will be contacted to confirm whether or not you have been
selected to make a presentation.

Presentations will not be accepted without prior arrangement. There
will be a limited amount of time set aside for questions from the floor
regarding the Presentation on Patient Streaming and the New
Emergency Department at NRGH.  Other questions will either be
addressed in writing as noted above, or responded to during the
Open House.

Written questions or requests for presentations to the VIHA Board
must be submitted before 4:00 pm on Tuesday, May 12, 2009 by
fax to (250) 370-8750 or by email to janet.shute@viha.ca or by mail
to:  Vancouver Island Health Authority, Executive Office, 1952 Bay
Street, Victoria, BC V8R 1J8

Open House
Immediately Following the General Board Meeting

Following the General Board meeting there will be an Open House to
allow for a general exchange of thoughts, suggestions and concerns
between the VIHA Board and senior management staff and the general
public.

www.artsdenman.com 
@ 

Spring & Summer   
Weekend Workshops 

painting, sculpture, photography, music, writing & crafts 

1-888-335-1221 
Toll Free:  

• harvesting 
systems
• design

• installation
• service

BOB BURGESS 
tel. 250-246-2155

bob@rainwaterconnection.com
www.rainwaterconnection.com

The Xeni Case
The BC Supreme Court action was brought by Roger William,
chief of the 400 member Xeni Gwet’in band (part of the 4,000
member Tsilqot’en Nation), near Williams Lake, against the
federal and provincial governments. The Xeni claimed that
the province did not have the power to grant timber cutting
rights in their ‘traditional lands’ in the Nemiah Valley.

The trial had started in November 2002, occupied some 339
hearing days over four and a half years, and  a 473-page written
judgment was presented by Mr Justice David Vickers on
November 20, 2007, confirming the validity of the Xeni claim.

Early legal costs to the Xeni were backed by the Assembly
of First Nations, the David Suzuki Foundation, and the
Western Canada Wilderness Committee; more recent costs
on all sides (estimated at some $39 million so far) have been
borne by governments.

The Xeni Decision
The Xeni had claimed an area of 438,100 hectares; Justice
Vickers determined that about half of this qualified for
Aboriginal Title, and that the Xeni qualified for ‘rights’ over
the other half. (This area is far above the 3% to 7% of the
claimed land assumed by the existing BC treaty process, and
the judgment is expected to bring the treaty process to a halt.)

The decision did not grant either title or rights to the Xeni,
but determined that these could only be granted by the federal
government, after negotiation. (The only land claims
settlements in BC which have resulted in fee simple land
grants to First Nations—the Sechelt, the Tsawwassen, and the
Maa-nulth—were signed by the federal government.)

Justice Vickers expressed the opinion, however, that
provincial laws concerning land and resources, and land
tenures for resource extraction granted by the Province, on
land subject to aboriginal title were invalid (the Forest Act, in
particular, did not apply), and that timber cutting on land
subject to aboriginal ‘rights’ infringed on those rights and
required consultation with First Nations and accommodation
of their concerns.

However, he then asked the parties to negotiate an
agreement. This was followed by a one-year stay of
proceedings, to give the Xeni and both governments time to
do this. All three gave notice at that time that they would
appeal the judgment. 

The negotiations failed to reach any satisfactory
conclusion; all parties were reported to have hardened their
positions. The most recent court judgment (February, 2009)
ended the stay of proceedings, and cleared the way for the
appeals to go ahead.

The Proposed ‘First Nations
Recognition and Reconciliation Act’

A text of the proposed legislation has not been made publicly
available, but it seems likely that it would be based on a
February 19, 2009 Discussion Paper authored by the Province
and the First Nations Leadership Council.

Significantly, the Paper first accepts, without any need for
further proof or court action, that aboriginal title and rights
exist throughout the province.

This legislation is intended to apply to ‘all ministries and
provincial agencies, in particular those that have any direct or
indirect role in the management of lands and resources in the
province’ and takes ‘priority over all other provincial statutes
dealing with these subject matters.’

The Crown, in this case, means the Province only, since it
is made clear that the provincial legislation does not affect
‘constitutional and common law of Aboriginal rights and title
and treaty rights.’ Also, ‘nothing in the Act alters, or can be
interpreted to alter, either negatively or positively, the federal
and provincial division of powers or the jurisdiction of either
the Province of British Columbia or any Indigenous Nation
under the Constitution of Canada.’

24 Indigenous Nations
The Paper then anticipates that the over 200 First Nations
organizations in BC will be combined into 24 Indigenous
Nations, with geographic boundaries roughly corresponding
to historical language groups. Their combined territories
cover the entire province, and several of them cross
boundaries into Alberta, the Yukon, Northwest Territories,
Alaska, Washington, Idaho, and Montana (see map, page 1). 

Each Indigenous Nation, rather than its component bands,
communities, or groups, is designated as the proper holder of
aboriginal title and rights throughout its designated
geographical area.

It is assumed that each Indigenous Nation would be self-
governing, and would be prepared and mandated to ‘enter
into shared decision-making regarding land and resources,’
and revenue and benefit sharing agreements with the Crown. 

Grandfathers: Indigenous Nations
and the Province

The Province, in dealing with Indigenous Nations, agrees to
recognize, without requiring proof, that they have existed and
continue to exist, with their ‘own laws, governments, political
structures, territories, and rights inherited from their
ancestors’, and that ‘Aboriginal title is a pre-existing interest
in land, is held collectively and includes a jurisdictional and
economic component.’

Both Crown titles and Aboriginal titles are agreed to exist
throughout British Columbia; but ‘the Act is not intended to
affect the status of existing provincial Crown granted interests
or tenures in land or resources, including fee simple title’
(private property). Both ‘Aboriginal and Crown title come
with obligations and responsibilities’; this sets the stage for a
‘government-to-government relationship in which both
parties exercise authority to make decisions.’

FIRST NATIONS, from page 1 



the operation of a project. Often expressed
through a ‘multiplier’ factor—one assured job
will generate one or more probable jobs—the
method is fairly uncertain and does not give a
footprint value. 

The World Footprint
Which brings us to the Earth. There is
considerable evidence that the climate of Earth is
generally warming, and also that the warming is
changing the nature of weather events, both in
the short term (storms, precipitation, heat
waves) and the long term (droughts, growing
seasons). There have been other warming
periods, even within the last few millennia, but
evidence shows that current warming correlates
with human-caused increases in CO2
concentration and other atmospheric
‘greenhouse gases’. In addition, through
feedback mechanisms (changes in ocean
temperatures and levels, glacial melting, changes
in cloud cover), effects can be unpredictable.

However, projections from climate change
models suggest that, within a couple of
generations, the conditions for life on earth,
particularly for humans as we now live, could
change significantly. As we see it now, any
change would be for the worse. No greater
threat can be anticipated or even imagined.
Climate change is the ultimate footprint we must
consider.

Decisions and Strategies
Human social, political, and economic
decision-making systems have a great deal of
trouble dealing with footprints whose effects
occur after our current generation has passed
away. Looking back into history, even during
the century which just ended, how much of life
today was predicted? So uncertainty rules.

One approach to uncertainty is to ask ‘what
if?’ Another is to follow the precautionary
principle. Erring on the side of caution, that
principle tells us that we should avoid taking

actions that may give detrimental outcomes. If
we can’t be certain of outcomes—don’t do it.

No Automatic Trumping
It has been suggested that action to reduce the
increasing concentration of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere must take absolute priority.
This suggestion attempts to bypass, indeed to
trump, any other footprint, without due debate.
Leaving out other footprints may even be self-
defeating. It would be easy just to consider this
footprint but it would be wrong and misleading.

Just as our approach to climate change is a
combination of the precautionary and the
preparatory, so each development project
evaluation must consider all types of footprints:
the immediate environment, systems effects,
economic effects, and climate change—all, in
fact, environmental. 

We need ways to compare the various
footprints of different projects, and of different
strategies, and also to value comparatively the
types of footprints. No one footprint should
trump others.

Evaluation
At present, our evaluation is on a proponent-
driven, project-by-project basis. It considers
only local footprints, and to some extent the
economic results for the proponent. Even which
projects are considered depends on the specific
proposals that happen to be made, or not made.

British Columbia needs an overall strategy for
energy development, one that takes a
comprehensive look at footprints, not simply
project-specific evaluations.

It has been suggested that the BC Utilities
Commission powerline strategy study might
start to answer this question, but there is doubt
that it can do even half a job. It has potential for
a ‘tail wags dog’ result.

It’s time for much broader thinking. Can the
public lead the government into a more strategic
approach, with multiple footprints included? 0

• Serving the Gulf Islands and  
Greater Victoria for over 25 years

• Fuel-efficient, cost-effective wood heating

• Solar domestic hot water heaters

• Sales and Installations

Unit 6 - 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

call: 250-386-7643
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Solar Heating

“In the current global economy, 
we need to continue to build 

BC moving forward.
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Page 14 ISLAND TIDES, May 7, 2009 Spring On Baynes Sound ~ Len Walker
Sitting on the beach in the evening’s warmth. In times past we had a swim here on May 15.  
Things are looking up.  As I do so, an eagle is in a fly past mode 
I cup my hands and speak to the bird 
She instantly responds, veers towards me; then continues forward.
A heron is also in fly-past mode and my hands are the instrument as I reply 
Instantly the bird changes course, corrects and return to the flight plan. I grin.
Then a seagull by-passes….bent on a destination of some sorts.  I make my sound
He dives right towards me; then decides the other path is best.
The eagle returns. She squeals…I return the sound via cupped hands
She heads right towards me…over me…as I continue to chirp…and she looks down at me
What a lovely time to just sit and watch the light at the entrance to Baynes Sound.

FOOTPRINTS, from page 12

Great
BC Novella

Search in May
Salt Spring’s Mother Tongue Publishing is
asking three questions: Have you ever
wondered if your finished literary novel or
novella sitting in the bottom drawer of your
desk has what it takes to get published? Is it set
in British Columbia? Do you live in British
Columbia?

If you can say ‘yes’ to these three questions
then consider sending the first chapter (max 30
pages), a summary (max 8 pages), a short bio,
your contact details and a $35 entry fee to:
Mother Tongue Publishing, 290 Fulford-
Ganges Rd, Salt Spring Island BC, V8K 2K6.
deadline is May 31st. The winner will receive: a
publishing contract with Mother Tongue
Publishing, a $1,000 advance, publication of
the winning novel in a beautiful trade paper
edition, and a regional book tour.

Bald Eagles On Camera
A jubilant worldwide audience is celebrating
the hatching of Hornby Island’s bald eaglets.
The live webcams of the Hancock Wildlife
Foundation broadcast the hatchings online as
they happened. Audiences are getting a never-
before possible opportunity to participate in the
thrill of the wild without disturbing or
destroying it.

Also on-camera are the three newly hatched
chicks of the Sidney eagle pair—each needing a
name. Last year the Sidney eagles also
produced three young. Most wilderness eagles
only produce a single offspring. Experience the
thrill yourself at  www.hancockwildlife.org.

Island Theatre
There’s a new professional regional theatre
company. Island Theatre covers Victoria,
Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands. 

It started with two actors, Tony Ulc, who
lives on Salt Spring (and commutes to Toronto)
and Jessica Lowry, who lives in Ladysmith (by
way of the Shaw Festival). They played opposite
each other at ArtSpring last year in the hit
comedy Born Yesterday. 

They were joined by acclaimed feature
filmmaker, Mort Ransen (Margaret’s
Museum) as artistic director of the non-profit
company. Ransen makes his home on Salt
Spring and this is where the action starts with
the development and the incubation of plays.
Productions that perform well can be re-
mounted for touring throughout the region.

The first production (co-produced with
ArtSpring) will be a world premiere of If I Were
Me And Other Plays—three one-act plays—
written and directed by Ransen. 

In the cast, Tony Ulc will be joined by
Marek Czuma, coming in from Alberta (he has
a home on Galiano) and Erin Ormand from
Chemainus. The actors will all play multiple
roles and will be billeted in local homes, while
rehearsing and performing on Salt Spring.

Bill Adams, of Victoria, will design the set.
He is the same designer who devised the set for
Born Yesterday an elaborate multi-storey
construction that could be assembled on stage
by the actors in one minute and ten seconds.
Rachel Jacobson known on Salt Spring for her
production of  Fiddler on the Roof will produce,
along with Amanda Hogg from Nanaimo.

Salt Spring PARC Survey 
A survey forming part of the Salt Spring’s Parks
and Recreation Commission (PARC) Strategic
Plan was delivered between May 4 and May 8 to
2,000 households on the Island. ‘We hope all
residents will keep an eye open for the survey
and make sure they complete it and send it back
in the reply-paid envelope’ said Kees Ruurs,
Director of Recreation and Parks for the Island.

One of many ways in which information is
being gathered for the plan, this one gives many
people a chance to contribute. ‘We are sending
out surveys to a sample of households’ says Bob
Yates, the managing consultant hired by PARC.
‘The survey is going to about 50% of
households. If we get 1,000 back, we will really
be able to know with great statistical validity
what Islanders really want and expect.’

Surveys must be returned by May 22.
Results will be presented at a public meeting in
June. Please send yours in.

Galiano 2009 Photo Contest
Our fabulous front page photographer Henn
Schnare is working with the Galiano Chamber
of Commerce (GCOC) to organise the Galiano
2009 Photograph Contest, which opened on
May 1. Criteria for submissions are: You must
be an amateur photographer; photos must be
previously unpublished and taken in 2009;
photos must be taken on, or from, Galiano
Island. There are sections for two age groups:
Junior, 12yrs & under, and Senior, 13 and over.
In each, there are five categories: natural
environment; human interactions & humour;
abstract compositions, Galiano buildings, and
natural wildlife.

Details and samples of this Celebration of
Photography on Galiano can be found at the
GCOC website www.galianoisland.com. Henny
says she is expecting submissions from all over
the world. The website is set up to allow
submission online.

Valentines Day next year is the date for
results—at the ‘For The Love of Galiano Day’. 0

Round The Islands

fascinating and lively, serious discussion—bless
them.

All three of these parties have differing
concepts of economics, social justice, the proper
function of government, and the role of the
environment. Let’s try and sum them up.

The BCLiberals represent ‘economic man’: a
top-down, dollar-bottom-line approach where
the function of government is to facilitate the
exploitation of the province’s physical and
human resources to make the best economic
return for corporations, some individuals and
the government. Government services
represent unavoidable costs, to be minimized.

The NDP represents ‘humanist man’: a
group-driven, multiple-bottom-line approach
where the function of government is to facilitate
the exploitation of the province’s physical and
human resources to create the best quality of
life for individuals and communities.
Government services represent an opportunity
to promote this.

The Green Party represents ‘ecological
man’:  its bottom lines represent a measure of
how well humanity can harmonize its quality of
life with the sustainability of the province’s
physical and human resources and the needs of

future generations. Government services
represent a responsibility to facilitate this.

Meanwhile, our political system is not
serving the purpose of intelligent debate
between these three points of view, and the
many shades of opinion that surround them. 

This provincial election is the time to begin
to change politics in British Columbia. To
change it, this is what you do:

1. Read the party platforms, before the
election.

2. Find out about the candidates in your
electoral area, before the election. 

3. Discuss what you think with your friends.
4. Vote ‘yes’ on May 12 for STV. It’s our

chance for the future so make every vote count.
5. Make sure that your elected member

knows your opinions, whether you agree with
them or not.

6. Insist that the real issues are discussed in
the Legislature, and are reported in the media.

7. If you can’t make it to the polls on May 12,
there are other days to vote (see advertisements
on pages 6,7 and 8). 

Gordon Campbell has got one thing spot
on—this is the most important election in a
generation.  0

THE SCORE from page 4
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D. A. SMITHSON 
& SONS

Well Drillers
539-5252  or
250-478-6937

Specializing in… 
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for

Sundecks, Garage Decks
and Roofdecks.

CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

250-537-2990 or 
1-800-804-6288

Servicing the Gulf Islands

AUTOMOTIVE FOR RENT GETAWAYS

STANDING SEAM
METAL ROOFING
FOR WATER

COLLECTION SYSTEMS
ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE

Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

LA
NCE VAESENROOFING 

Ltd.

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028

Fax 250-383-2198

HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

ISLAND 
EXPLORER
PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT LTD.

Southern Gulf 
House & Cottage Rentals

Pender Island Long Term: Beautiful
large lot; ocean views and within
walking distance of ferries. 2
bedrooms, 2 carports, new wood
stove. $1000.
Licensed Property Management on
the Gulf Islands since 1994.

PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

1-800-774-1417
email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

www.island-explorer.com/pender

FREE!
Scrap Car,

Truck, Bus &
Equipment  
REMOVAL

No Wheels?
No Problem!
Gulf Islands • Victoria

Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

MAUI 
Vacation Condos

1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views

Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

1-800-800-8608
www.mauisuncoast.com

- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope

Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing

- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

250-652-0599
www.flynn.ca

MOVED
HOMES

BE BOLD - GO GREEN

Character, Custom &
Contemporary Buildings

40+ buildings to
choose from

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-606-2237

Two Boys Stone Masonry 250-285-3811
Quadra Island. Working in natural
stone. www.twoboysrockin.com Email:
twoboysstonemasonry@hotmail.com

The Cardboard House Bakery on
Hornby Island is looking for a bread
baker for July and August. Related
experience required. Will provide
training in May and June and
accomodation till Labour day. Send
resume c/o Helene Cregheur
1005 Carmichael Rd
Hornby Island BC, V0R 1Z0 or call 1-
250-335-2008 for more info, email
helene@hornbyisland.com

1 year lease. Furnished 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. Close to Ganges. Available
September 1/09 to August 31/10.
$1500 + utilities. 250-537-5125

Rent or Lease
Quality Pre-Owned 

Cars & Minivans

GSAAUTORENTALS.COM

We will pick you up 
from Ferries & Airport

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788

Monthly Rentals 
from $575*

Mention this ad & get 
10% off first month’s rental.

* Rates subject to change.

GSA Auto Rentals Jay E. Electric
Jeff  Edwards

Serving Pender Island
and the 

Southern Gulf  Islands

250-629-3973
250-217-9500 cell
jay_r_e@shaw.ca

WELLNESS

BUY AND SELL
MEETINGS
School District #64 (Gulf Islands). A
regular meeting of the Board of School
Trustees will be held at Pender Island
School, on Wednesday, May 13
commencing at 1pm. To view the
agenda for this meeting, please refer to
www.sd64.bc.ca/board_meetings.html.
Public Welcome!  

250-629-3660
www.islandtides.com

MARINE

HELP WANTED

WAHL MARINE LTD.
135 McGill Road

Salt Spring Island

30 years experience
dock building & repair
pile driving & drilling
aluminum gangways & ramps
wood piers & wood floats
crane barge service & towing
mooring systems & service

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

MOORINGS
INSTALLED •SERVICED

MAINTAINED

Chris West 
Dive Services

250-888-7199
250-538-1667

cdwest@telus.net

On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings 

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker
250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

Hot Tubs
Swimming Pools
Sales, Service, Parts

gulfislandspas.com
250-538-8244

Serving All The Gulf Islands
Insured • Licensed

KLYNE 
CONSTRUCTION

• Concrete forming and 
framing

• House kit assembly

• Project management

• Renovations

• Boat access locations   
welcome

• Serving Gulf Islands and 
Vancouver Island

Al Klyne 
250-539-9887

alanklyne@telus.net
Call 250-285-2350 to book your appointment 

Do you find yourself procrastinating or 
not taking action on your life goals?

Do you feel so overwhelmed that you don’t know 
how to begin making the changes you want for your life?

CONFIDENTIAL 
COACHING SERVICE

CONFIDENTIAL 
COACHING SERVICE

TUCKER DINNES
Certified Health & Wellness Coach

Book your FREE introductory session today! 
www.life-coaching.ca

Suite 206-Vitalis Wellness Centre or 
Telephone sessions with email support
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taken hold in North America and around
the world. 

If Canadians are serious about
preventing the next, perhaps more deadly
pandemic, we must adopt food policies
that respect the health of workers, the
integrity of animals, the skills and
knowledge of small farmers and the
meaning of food culture in our lives. We
need to create an environment where a
pandemic cannot take hold. 

Livestock production must be moved
out of factory farms. The crowded,
stressful conditions for both workers and
animals in factory farms create myriad
opportunities for viruses and other
pathogens to evolve into new and
potentially dangerous diseases.
Quantities produced by our agricultural
sector should reflect domestic
consumption levels. Instead of competing
in the cost-cutting race to the bottom of
export markets, we should allow other
countries to produce the pork they need
and offer their farmers the opportunity to
earn a decent livelihood. A major portion
of agriculture safety net payments in
Canada are propping up the hog industry.
Investing those dollars towards an
agriculture system that takes care of land,
people and animals and promotes health
is a better use of public funds. We urgently
need to get beyond factory farming.

Cathy Holtslander works for Beyond
Factory Farming, the national advocacy
group for socially responsible livestock
production in Canada. Visit the website
at www.beyondfactoryfarming.org for
more information. 0

FLU from page 6river to explore the next village. The river
looks delightfully bucolic as it rolls along
passed sedge-covered banks and
overhanging birches. A few ducks paddled
about and from my vantage on the narrow
bridge, there were no signs or garbage or
post-consumer flotsam. The main reason for
the bridge is access to the old monastery and
if our understanding is correct, the
monastery has just been restored after it was
massively damaged by the Soviets. Old
photographs indicate the Russians stole
most of the antique treasures and even
pulled down the onion domes characteristic
of orthodox chapels. It was used as a military
base for seventy years, to see it now it is hard
to credit that recent history. The
magnificence is remarkable and one
building, constructed entirely from
handcarved wood without nails, supports a
giant dome finished in handcut shingles.
Russian construction techniques tend
toward the gross use of concrete and iron but
clearly some local crafts have been
preserved.

The village is too small to justify a central
heating plant so houses and cottages are
fueled by coal. At this season most chimneys
betray a haze of smoke responsible for
occasional whiffs of pungent creosote. The
poor quality coal in turn creates slag that
requires regular stove cleaning. But unlike
wood ash, this stuff contains quantities of
iron which the good burghers collect in
buckets and leave at the road side next to the
garbage bags. 

Once a week, a man hired by the
municipality circumnavigates the village
with a pick-up truck to collect these
contributions. Then when there is a snowfall
the domestic slag is loaded into a road-

sander and scattered to break up the ice. It
works.

On my walk I fell into conversation with a
visiting ecologist. He is based at the botanic
gardens in the regional capital of Donetsk
and is responsible for the health of this area.
Between his minimal English and my dismal
Russian we contrived a conversation.

The best time to visit is May, he said,
when the forest is alive with millions of
wildflowers. In early Soviet days many trees
were cut down but the plan to locate summer
health camps for children prompted a move
to re-plant. Consequently most of the local
forest is only 35-years-old with a few
scatterings of old native oak and
cottonwood. Therein lies a conundrum: the
summer health camps that dot the forest
pre-date the forest in which they were built;
a magnificent example of central planning at
its most oblique. The legacy of re-planting
however continues to this day because there
are stands of birch, pine and spruce as young
as three years. 

My new companion, also commented on
the curious extent of the mistletoe hanging
from many of the trees. It is apparently a
recent aberration peculiar to this location
and now the source of a minor herbal
industry. He did not know what ailments the
mistletoe cured although I did see bunches
of it for sale in the bazaar. At this point he
had to catch a bus, ‘Next time you’re in
Donetsk, please come and see the gardens.’ 

Brian & Mary Crumblehulme are advisors
in international development on behalf of
the Canadian Executive Services
Organization (CESO). The article above is a
combination of two letters received during
a stint in the Ukraine. 0

UKRAINE, from page 11Pension protection, say
federal NDP
On April 21, New Democrat Pension Critic Wayne Marston
and New Democrat Finance critic Thomas Mulcair outlined
the series of New Democrats initiatives to force the
government to protect pensions and the retirement savings
of hard working Canadians.

In the next two months, New Democrats will use their
balance of power to make gains for the middle-class and the
vulnerable. Following yesterday’s focus on reforming the
employment insurance program, today’s press conference
focused on the measures required to secure retirement
savings.

New Democrats will focus on protecting public
pensions, pursuing the issue on a variety of fronts including
bringing the issue before the Finance Committee, a
National Seniors’ Consultation Tour, and a private
member’s bill that promotes transparent investment
practises for CPP fund investment managers.

Marston has also tabled Bill C-361 designed to protect
the pensions of all individuals who work for federally
regulated businesses. There are 400 defined-benefit plans
that will be affected.

New Democrats are also calling for the creation of a
Pensions Guarantee Fund which will ensure that Canadian
workers actually receive the retirement benefits they have
earned, even if their employer goes out of business.

‘Our taskforces have been listening to Canadians across
the country, and Canadians have said loud and clear that
they want to see their pensions protected,’ said Marston.
‘New Democrats are stepping up to the plate because the
government is sitting idle while Canadians see their
pension funds devastated. We won’t let them get away with
it.’

‘It’s time for this government to take immediate action
to protect pensions and New Democrats are committed to
holding them to account,’ said Mulcair. 0



BC election: turn one into
three and we all win
Harry Neufeld, Chief Electoral Office for BC
This election, I’m asking for more than your vote. I’m asking you
to help ‘turn one into three’.

Because you’re reading a BC election story, I’m guessing
you’re among the voting majority. So I’m asking you to use your
influence among friends, neighbours and family to speak with
two other people who otherwise might not vote, and ask them to
consider voting with you in the May 12 election and referendum
on electoral reform.

The need for a high voter turn-out is the one issue that all the
candidates seem to agree upon: it’s important for as many people
as possible to participate in this great democratic exercise.

We are poised on the threshold of two very important
milestones in voter turnout in our province: two million voters
and 60% turn-out of those eligible to vote. British Columbia had
the highest percentage increase in voter turnout in the most
recent general election of any province or territory in the country.
After hitting a low of 55% in 2001, we spurted ahead to 58% in
2005, in an era when most provinces and territories saw a
decline in voter participation.

If enough of us turn one into three, we will exceed two million
voters for the first time in our history and surpass the 60%
turnout rate for the first time in four BC elections and 18 years.

If we keep advancing at the same rate, we will emphatically
end the pattern of declining voter turn-out percentages that
persisted in BC for two full decades and five consecutive
elections.

At Elections BC, we’ve spent the past two years planning for
the delivery of this election and referendum on electoral reform.
Now we ask five minutes of your time to vote for the candidate
and referendum option of your choice.

Offer a ride or walk to the voting place to that young nephew

who has never voted before, to that elderly pensioner down the
street who seldom gets out of the house, to that colleague at work
who always talks about sports but never about elections. If just
two of them say yes, you’ll turn one into three.

We know many people lead busy lives today so we’ve tried to
make voting as convenient as possible. If you’re registered to
vote, you will have received your ‘Where to Vote’ card in the first
few days of May, advising you about your regular and advance
voting locations. If you’re not registered, find out where to vote
at the Know Your Electoral District page at www.elections.bc.ca
or by calling 1-800-661-8683—you can register at the voting
place.

May 12 is the day most people will vote, but you can choose
any advance voting day—Wednesday, May 6 to Saturday, May 9.
Or, if you’re going to be busy or away those days, you can vote
before then on any day except Sunday at your local district
electoral office (see advertisement on pages 6, 7 and 8 for
locations).

This is the golden hour of decision in British Columbia, your
time to choose, your time to speak your mind, to decide the
future—all three of you. 0

Island  Tides’
Accommodation
& Attractions

Section 
COMING

SOON!
Advertise Your

Business to
Vancouver

Island &
Around the

Georgia Strait 

• Complete panellized home package.
• Delivery to your site in 4 - 5 weeks from order date.
• Build yourself - or contractor can construct. 
• Comprehensive building guide included.
• Goes up quickly. 
• Highest quality, BC grown, kiln-dried lumber.
• Package price guaranteed up front.

Pioneer 1,673 sq. Ft

Russ Anderson Brian Haller
R. Anderson Technical Services Mayne Island
Duncan, BC 250-539-2847
Phone: 250 720-6000

View over 100 plans at:
www.nelson-homes.com

Spring Sales Event
Celebratin

g 

60 Years
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Household hazardous waste defined.
Household hazardous waste is any waste from your home that you consider 
to be dangerous or are unsure of. It includes any leftover household 
products that are marked with the following symbols:

Common examples include pesticides, varnishes, paints, cleaners and 
pool chemicals. Please remember this collection is for household waste 
only, no industrial waste from commercial businesses.

For more information call the CRD Hotline 1.800.663.4425  
Email: hotline@crd.bc.ca or visit www.crd.bc.ca

Bring your hazardous waste to the 
Mayne Island Recycling Depot
390 Campbell Road, 10:00 am – 2:00 pm

MAY

09
2009

Our natural environment is no place  
for household hazardous waste.
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GABRIOLA SUNSET

W
hen you are temped
to reach for a second
serving of pie or

extra scoop of icecream
remember: ‘eat food, not to
much, mostly plants.’ These are
the tenets that Michael Pollan
use on the cover of his book In
Defense of Food. They sum up
his advice for a better diet.

He writes that eating less is
the most unwelcome advice of
all, but in fact the scientific case
for eating a lot less than we
presently do is compelling,
providing we are not underweight. 

Calorie restriction, he says, has repeatedly
been shown to slow aging and prolong life span
in animals, and some researchers believe it is
the single strongest link between a change of
diet and the prevention of cancer. Put simply:

overeating promotes cell division
and promotes it most
dramaticaly in cancer cells;
cutting back on calories slows cell
division. Cutting back on calories
also stifles the production of free
radicals, curbs inflammation and
reduces the risk of most of
Western diseases.

So next time you feel that a
little bit more would be good
remember that a little bit less
would probably be better. In
Defense of Food—An Eater’s
Manifesto details other aspects of

our diet that effect our health, our communities
and our planet— it’s an excellent read. So is
another of his books The Omnivore’s Dilemma.

Michael Pollan, ‘In Defense of Food—An
Eater’s Manifesto’, The Penguin Press, 2008,
$26.50. 0

Mini Book Review - A little bit more or less
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